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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

For oany centuries our English system of criminal
jurisprudence stressed the guilt determination process over
the sentencing process and the sentence which followed a
guilty verdict.

In many cases the sentencing problem was

resolved by the accused's failure to survive the ordeals
which comprised the guilt determination process.

The pun-

ishment for the convicted felon who survived was typically
severe and could involve death for seemingly minor offenses
such as pickpocketing.
During the twentieth century a growing social revulsion with the death penalty coupled with the idea that
convicted criminals could be rehabilitated into law-abiding
citizens produced changes in the sentencing process.

Judges

and criminal justice authorities were granted a broad latitude of discretion to tailor the sentence to the situation
and needs of the offender, \d thin certain legislative and
constitutionally imposed standards.

The original sentence

of the judge was in many cases inconclusive or indeterminate, because prison administrators and parole boards could
1
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further modify the sentences depending on the behavior of
the offender over the time of his incarceration or parole.
Sentencing was not merely a decision, but an ongoing
process.
The perceived ineffectiveness of this individualized
exercise of discretion in the sentencing process and the
continued ranking of crime as one of the primary concerns of
the general public created political pressure for changes
which have recently emerged in the courtroom.

Most clearly

manifest of these changes are the current trends toward
determinate sentencing and sentencing guidelines as means of
improving the exercise of judicial discretion.

These

changes represents a reaction to two specific problems with
the exercise of a highly individualized sentencing process:
(1) Inconsistency or disparity, in that similar cases are
treated differently by different decisionmakers (e.g., Frankel, 1973; Diamond, 1981), and (2) Ineffectiveness, in that
the goals of rehabilitation of offenders and protection of
the public have not been well achieved by current practices·
(e.g., Martinsen, 1974).
Perhaps under the belief that the cure must fit the
cause, the sentencing process has been intimately connected
with the problem of the origins of the criminal act.

Cer-

3

tain causes like duress and undue influence lead otherwise
criminal acts to be defined as non-criminal.

Other causes

influence the sentencing decision importantly, but in a less
formal way.

Assuming otherwise identical facts, we would

expect a criminal act motivated by utter poverty to be
treated differently than one motivated by sheer greed, or
would we?

Are these meaningful categories for understanding

the causes of crime as they relate to the sentencing
process?
Both legal scholars and social scientists have long
recognized

tha~

sentencing of offenders is to a large extent

determined by the individual perceptions and attitudes of
the judge.

As early as 1938 Gaudet (Gaudet, 1938) studied

the individual differences in sentencing tendencies of
judges and concluded that "social attitudes" and the personality of the judge had a primary influence on sentencing.
In a 1940 article in the Boston University Law Review,
McGuire and Holtzoff (McGuire and Holtzoff, 1940) argued
that differences in sentencing were substantially due to
"diverse attitudes" among judges, and that severity of sentences depended largely on the personality of the judge.
More recent studies have reached similar conclusions.
Hogarth (1971), for example, studied sentencing by magis-
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trates in Ontario, Canada using multivariate techniques and
reached the conclusion that while only nine percent of the
variation in sentencing could be·accounted for by objectively defined facts of the case, fifty percent of the variation
could be accounted for by background characteristics of the
judge.

Similar sources

o~

disparity have been found in the

United States (Frankel, 1973; Partridge and Eldridge, 1974;
Diamond and Herhold, 1981).
This disparity in sentencing has been found to arise
in part fr-om_differences in goals or objectives in sentencing.

A judge who wants to punish an offender is expected

to produce a different sentence than another judge who seeks
to rehabilitate the offender.

These differences ln goals

may arise from certain personality or ideological differences among decisionmakers, or they may arise from differences
in evaluating the facts and information available in the
decisionmaking context. In any case, the need for empirical
data in a systematic assessment of sentencing goals is
recognized by criminologists as a necessary precursor to the
understanding and structuring of judicial discretion_(Hood
and Sparks, 1971; Forst and Wellford, 1981).
In this research we will examine the way in which an
attribution theory based analysis of the causes of crime as
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well as certain personality characteristics systematically
relate to sentencing goals.

We propose that sentencing

goals are part of a coherent set of beliefs about what
"causes" people to commit crimes and how to "correct" these
causes.

Thus, adherence to a particular sentencing goal

arises because a judge believes this approach will address
the real problem of the causes of crime, just as a doctor
prescribes medicine to cure disease when possible, in preference to merely relievirig symptoms.

Theoretically, the

present study is an attempt to put intuitive relationships
among attributions of crime causation and sentencing goals
into an conceptual framework worthy of future study.

Meth-

odologically the present study is pilot work aimed at developing a questionnaire which can be used to reliably
assess individual differences in sentencing goals, attributions of crime causation and the relationships among these
sets of attitudes.

Sentencing Goals •
Attitudes toward the disposition of offenders have been
characterized as "penal philosophies" (Hogarth, 1971), "purposes of punishment," (LaFave, 1972), and
goals" (Forst and Wellford, 1981).

"sentencing

Judges, for example,

will differ on the degree to which they adhere to punish-
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ment, rehabilitation, incapacitation, or deterrence as the
goals of their sentencing decisions.

There is substantial

evidence that preference for a particular goal will strongly
determine the actual sentence imposed.

McFatter (1978)

asked subjects to sentence offenders based on one of three
sentencing goals and found that a general deterrence orientation produced very harsh sentences, while a rehabiliatiaon
orientation produced longer sentences for petty crimes, but
shorter sentences for serious crimes than did a punishment
orientation. Over 75% of 264 federal judges surveyed by
Richardson (1980) believed that the goals of deterrence and
incapacitation made sentences more severe, and the goal of
rehabilitation made sentences more lenient.
A review of the criminological and social psychological literature suggests that as many as eight theoretically
distinct sentencing goals may underlie sentencing decisions:
Rehabilitation - The attempt to give new training to a
malleable offender and convert the offender into a useful and productive citizen.
Punishment (also called retribution or "just deserts") The attempt to hurt the offender in order to maintain
the morality of the social order, regardless of whether
this is helpful to the offender.
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Incapacitation - The attempt to protect society for a
period of time by removing the offender from the community into prison.
Individual Deterrence

- The attempt to choose the par-

ticular sentence most likely to deter the offender from
repetitive criminal acts.
General Deterrence

- The attempt to sentence an of-

fender in order to discourage similar acts by others in
the general public.
Education - The attempt to demonstrate to the public
what is socially defined as improper behavior.
Improvement of the Criminal Justice System - The attempt
to minimize crime through increased efficiency or quality in the administration of justice.
Security of the Criminal Justice System - The attempt to
sentence offenders in order to demonstrate that the
criminal justice system is strong, fair and stable.
Attributions of Crime Causation
We hypothesize that the above sentencing goals are
directed at presumed. causes of crime.

In short, a judge 1 s
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beliefs regarding the causes of a crime will suggest whether
one or another goal, or some combination of goals, is the
most effective strategy to use in responding to the crime.
Causal analysis also underlies many formal variables in the
sentencing process, including concepts of mens rea (intentionality), excuse and mitigation.
Social psychologists have studied ideas about crime
causation in both the public and among expert criminal
justice decision makers.

Major causes of crime mentioned in

public opinion polls include: (a) parental upbringing and
the breakdown of family life; (b) bad environment, (c)
leniency in the laws and the criminal justice system, (d)
drugs,

(e) mental illness,

(f) permissiveness in society,

and (g) poverty and unemployment (Erskine, 1974). Carroll
(1978) found that parole board members attribute the causes
of crime to a variety of factors not dissimilar to those
found in the public opinion polls.

Seventy-five percent of

crimes were at~ibuted to ten causes:

(a) drug abuse

problem, (b) alcohol abuse problem, (c) greed, (d) need for
money,

(e) victim precipitation, (f) drunk at time of crime,

(g) influence of associates, (h) lack of control, (i) mental
problems, and (j) domestic problems.
Scientific criminological theories typically focus
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either on the biological or psychological abnormalities of
the offender or on factors in the environment or social
milieu of the offender which promote crime (Schrag, 19?1).
For example, contrast a psychiatric view that criminal behavior is the product of an underlying mental condition with a
sociological view that criminal behavior is a product of
differential association with criminal role models.
Attribution theory, a more general theoretical framework originating with the work of Heider (1958), suggests
that the causes of crime offered by the public, criminal
justice experts, and social scientists can be organized in a
three dimensional framework which distinguishes:

(1) causes

internal to the offender versus external causes in the
environment; (2) stable or long-term causes versus unstable
or short-term causes; and, (3) intentional or controllable
causes versus unintentional or uncontrollable causes
(Weiner, 19?4; Carroll, 19?9).

Variations in these dimen-

sions tend to produce concomitant variations in subsequent
judgments.
According to the logic of attribution theory, when a
judge or other criminal justice decisionmaker is confronted
with an offender, his or her evaluations and judgments of
the offender, most importantly the sentencing decision, will
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be guided by conclusions as to the causes which underlie the
offense.

In our framework we propose that these causal

analyses in some systematic fashion are predictive of the
goals for disposition of the offender.
The most striking parallel between attribution theory
and the criminal justice system is the concept of intentionality as a causal element.

In the criminal justice system,

intentionality plays a major role in both the determination
of guilt and the determination of the sentence.

Culpability

for crimes is.classified according to dimensions of intentionality:

a criminal act may be done intentionally, with

knowledge, recklessly, negligently, or through ignorance or
mistake.

One or more of these dimensions of intentionality

will be required for conviction of a crime as specifically
stipulated in the criminal statutes.

In this manner a

formal causal analysis of the offender's act will directly
influence the determination of guilt and the sentence imposed.

Attribution theory attempts to reorganize this

important causal analysis in a more cognitive or intuitive
framework, and suggests that sentences and sentencing goals
will be structured in a framework largely determined by
causal attributions associated with the crime.
Some of the relationships between the attribution
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dimensions and sentencing goals can be suggested.

Carroll

and Payne (1977), for example, produced evidence that attributions of crime to internal factors, particularly internalintentional factors, leads to a more negative evaluation of
the offender and a more punitive correctional orientation.
Attribution of crime to more stable causes produces greater
expectancies of recidivism and should produce an increased
emphasis on incapacitation of individual offenders (Carroll
and Payne, 1977; Carroll, 1978).
Additional Measures
Intuitively it appears likely that the relationships
between attributions of crime causation and sentencing goals
are not independent of more general characteristics of an
individual.

For this reason, shortened versions of several

standardized and widely accepted personality and attitude
measures which have been utilized in previous research on
punishment of hypothetical offenders are included in the
present research.

The additional measures assessed Locus of

Control (Collins, 1974), Stage of Moral Development (Rest,
1979), Radicalism-Conservatism (Comrey and Newmeyer, 1965),
and Dogmatism (Rokeach, 1956).
The Locus of Control scale (Collins, 1974) is expected to correlate highly with the attributions of crime
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causation.

"Locus of Control" refers to the perceived

source of motivation for a given behavior, in our research
the criminal act.

The motivation may originate from factors

internal or external to the person being judged, the offender.

Examples of internal factors include greed,.mental

problems, recklessness, alcohol and drug intoxication.

Ex-

amples of external factors include parental upbringing, bad
environment, criminal associates, leniency in the criminal
justice system, etc.
Locus of Control judgments are thought to reflect the
decisionmaker's determination as to whether outcomes in his
own life are due more to his own effort (internal factors)
or more due to things over which he has no control (external
factors).

If the decisionmaker views his own behaviors to

be more the result of his own efforts, he would theoretically also be more likely to conclude that the defendant's acts
were the result of the defendant's own efforts.

There is

evidence that crimes attributed to internal sources (i.e.
offender-originated) lead the decision maker to have a more
punitive sentencing goal orientation toward the offender
(Sosis, 1974).

Similarly, if the Locus of Control scale

indicates that the decisionmaker percieves his own behaviors
to be more the result of external factors, we would expect a
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more externally oriented evaluation of the causes of a
defendant's act.
The decision to include a moral development scale
(Rest, 1979) was based on the legal socialization research
of Tapp (e.g. Tapp and Kohlberg, 1977) and others which
indicate a strong correlation 9etween stages of moral development and attitudes toward rules and laws.
At the lower levels of moral development (Kohlberg's
stages 1 and 2) behavioral judgements are simplistic and
rule oriented. ·You disobey, you are wrong, and you are
punished.

Scores at the the lower levels of the Rest (1979)

moral development scales would be expected to correlate more
highly with a punitive sentencing orientation toward the
defendant.
Although we might expect lower levels of moral development to be associated with a punitive orientation, the
relationship of higher levels of moral development to sentencing goals is not clear.

Higher levels of moral develop-

ment lead to more complex analysis which may bear some
consistent relationship to the the attribution dimeniions.
This more complex causal analysis suggests that the specific
nature of the crime would be more determinative of the
sentencing goal than any simple rules of the decisionmaker.
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Under such a rationale we might not expect higher levels of
moral development to be significantly associated with any
particular or consistent causal attributions· or sentencing
goals.
Miller's (1973) thesis that views of the criminal
justice system are based on more general ideological beliefs
led to inclusion of the Comrey and Newmeyer (1965) Radicalism-Conservatism scale.

The Radicalism-Conservatism scale

includes items relating to thirteen subject areas on which
radical and conservative opinions are thought to differ
(e.g. pacifism, welfarism, unionism, moral censorship,
treatment of criminals).

The radicalism-conservatism items

should specifically test for a relationship between these
broad socio-political factors and any specific sentencing
goal orientation, particularly the hypothesis that conservatism leads to increased severity in sentencing disposition.
Finally, the extensive body of research on the relationship of authoritarianism to attitudes toward crime

-

(e.g., Mitchell and Byrne, 1973; Hagan, 1975) suggested that
inclusion of the Rokeach (1956) Dogmatism scale would help
to characterize individual differences among sentencing
goals.

The dogmatism score of an individual theoretically

reflects the open- and closed- mindedness of belief systems.
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Higher dogmatism scores could reflect a tendency toward a
more simple causal structure and clearer implications for
sentencing goals, and may also indicate a punitive or incapacitative orientation.
In addition to the sentencing goal, attribution, and
personality data, background demographic information on the
subjects in the sample was also obtained, including age,
sex, level of education, parents' level of education, marital status, race, academic major, and prior victimization.
In

s~mmary,

this study is concerned with relation-

ships among three sets of variables:

(1) attributions or

causal analysis of criminal acts; (2) certain personality
and demographic characteristics of the decisionmakers; and
(3) sentencing goals for the disposition of convicted criminals.

The attribution, personality and demographic scales

which emerge will be compared with the sentencing goals to
see if any predictive relationships emerge.

For example,

our most likely prediction might be that a conservative,
dogmatic person (personality characteristics), with prior
personal criminal victimization experience (demographic
characteristic) judging a criminal act to be motivated by
greed and malice (attribution factors) would be more inclined toward a punitive sentencing goal.

CHAPTER II

METHOD

Subjects
A total of 730 students were successfully solicited
in classes at four Chicago area law schools and three
Chicago area criminology programs to complete a questionnaire at home and return it by mail for pay.

Three hundred

and thirty four students (45.7%) did not return questionnaires and twelve others (1.7%) returned questionnaires that
were excluded from the analysis due to substantially incomplete responses. Thus, 384 (52.6%) students returned usable
questionnaires.
56.8% were male.

Of these respondents, 43.2% were female and
Academically, 35.4% were law students;

46.1% were undergraduate criminal justice majors; and 18.5%
were undergraduates enrolled in criminal justice classes.
summary of demographic characteristics of the sample is
included in Appendix A.
Materials
The questionnaire, titled "Attitudes Toward Crime
Survey," included a total of 290 questions and took approx-
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imately one and one-half to two hours to complete.

The

entire questionnaire was comprised of three sub-questionnaires or forms with alternate orders among forms and both
forward and reverse random orders within forms to counterbalance any potential order effects.

Each form included a

detailed cover sheet with instructions on how to properly
record responses.
The first form, titled "Attitudes Toward Crime Survey
- Crime Items -Forms A and B" included 160 attribution and
sentencing goal items and is reproduced in Appendix B.
Attributions of crime causation items were initially selected from a large pool of items written to reflect each of
the dimensions under study.

General questionnaire develop-

ment procedures were followed, and items from the pool were
selected on the basis of their clarity, concreteness, and
representativeness.
The final form of the questionnaire included 56 attribution

item~

spread evenly across 8 categories resulting

from factorial combinations of internal vs. external,

stabl~

vs. unstable, and intentional vs. unintentional attribution
dimensions.

Similarly, 104 sentencing goal items were se-

lected from a larger pool of items and were divided evenly
across the eight categories of sentencing goals.
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In an attempt to help clarify relationships among the
sentencing goals and attribution factors which might emerge
from the data, the sentencing goal items included items
designed to reflect the way attributions of crime causation
relate to current performance of the criminal justice systme
in sentencing as well as to more abstract "goals" for what
the system should be striving to do.
Responses to the attribution and sentencing goal
items were indicated on Opscan Sheets according to a sevenpoint Likert scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly
disagree.
The second form was titled "Attitudes Toward Crime
Survey - Background Information - Form X" and is reproduced
in Appendix C.

This form included 19 items from the Comrey

and Newmeyer (1965) Radicalism-Conservatism scale; 16 items
from the Rokeach (1956) Dogmatism scale; and 20 items from
the Collins (1974) Locus of Control scale.

Because of the

overall length of the questionnaire, shortened versions of
these scales were used.

Items were selected to provide an

approximately even distribution of the highest loading questions on each of the factors or dimensions from each of the
scales.

Form X also contained demographic information,

including age, sex, level of education, mother's and fa-
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ther's level of education, marital status, race, academic
major, and victimization scales for personal and property
crimes. Responses to all but the demographic questions on
Form X were obtained using the same Likert format as used
for the attribution and sentencing goal items.
The third form, reproduced in Appendix D, was titled
"Opinions About Social Problems" and included three of the
six stories from the Rest (1979) Moral Development Test:
"Heinz and the Drug," "Student Take-over," and "Escaped
Prisoner."

Responses were indicated directly on the form

according to the standardized format of the test.

Research

indicates that shortened versions of the test correlate
highly with the overall test (Rest, 1979).
Procedure
The three forms of the questionnaire were inserted
with Opscan Sheets and #2 lead pencils in large preaddressed
and postage paid envelopes.

Each envelope and Opscan sheet

1.vas coded with a predetermined number indicating order of
forms and questions within forms.

In addition to a cover

sheet describing the "Attitudes Toward Crime Survey"

and

indicating how to return the completed questionnaires, the
subjects received legal-sized envelopes to address for mail-
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ing of their compensation.
Cooperation in distributing the questionnaire was
solicited from professors in local law schools and criminology programs.

Cooperating professors were asked to

briefly identify the test administrators and the purpose of
the visit at the beginning of a class session and to allow
five to ten minutes for the solicitation of subjects and
distribution of the questionnaires.
Graduate students in the Applied Social Psychology
program at Loyola University of Chicago who administered the
questionnaires described

~hem

as preliminary forms of an

instrument designed to assess attitudes of professionals in
the criminal justice system toward crime and the disposition
of offenders.

The students were offered a small amount of

money for their assistance in testing and developing the
instrument.

The forms, length, and content of the question-

naire were briefly described.
licited at $2.00 but the pay

At first, subjects were sow~s

later increased to $4.00 to

encourage a greater response rate.

Within one week after

return of the questionnaires the subjects were mailed their
pay.
· Data obtained from the Opscan sheets were machine
coded on data cards and the data obtained from the l'<loral
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Development test was scored and coded on data cards individually.

A computer program was written to put data from all

forms in like order, and missing values were replaced with
means for each item.

CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Data from the 160 combined sentencing goal and attribution items (Forms A and B) were initally factor analyzed as a group using orthogonal rotation.

By eliminating

items with final communality estimates below .1 in this
initial analysis, we attempted to eliminate the least predictive of the newly written items from further analysis and
thereby reduce the overall variablility in the subsequent
analysis.

Data from a first group of 47 remaining attrib-

ution items and a second group of 87 remaining sentencing
goal items. were then individually factor analysed.
Sentencing Goal Factors
The sentencing goal factors were determined by first
examining

preli~inary

eigen values for the first six poten-

tial factors in the unrotated solution. These eigenvalues:
9.35, 7.73, 4.60, 2.49, 2.19, and 1.96, were compared with
the marginal change in percent of variance accounted for by
each potential factor and the number of items loading on the
factors.

After this comparison, and after an examination of

multiple n-factor solutions, a three factor solution was
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selected for orthogonal rotation.

The three factors respec-

tively accounted for 44.1%, 36.1%, and 19.8% of the variance
in the rotated solution.
This factor analysis of the sentencing goal factors
indicated that subjects had three major categories of sentencing goals for the disposition of criminal offenders, the
first of which initially may not seem like a sentencing
goal. These three factors were labeled: (1) Satisfactory
Performance - an attitude that the criminal justice system
does its job reasonably well, is trying hard, and seeks
improvement; (2) Punishment - an attitude that the criminal
justice system is too lenient with criminals and that increased penalties will produce fewer crimes; and (3) Rehabilitation - an attitude that more and better rehabilitation
programs, diversion, and scientific research will result in
fewer crimes.

The columns of Table 1 indicate the original

sentencing goal category of the item, the items, factor
loadings, means, and standard deviations.

Summary variables

for each of the three factors were constructed from additive
combinations of the items loading on each factor in the
table for later use as dependent variables in multiple
regression analyses.

The cutoff point for item inclusion

was a minimum factor loading of .5, however this cutoff was
lowered to

.45 for the third factor because of the close

TABLE 1 - S~NTENCING GOAL FACTOHS
Goal Category, Items, Factor Loadings, fleans, Standard Deviations
ITE~

GOAL CATEGORY

FACTOR 1 - SATISFACTORY PERFOJU-1ANCE

FACTOR LOADINGS
(FACTORS)
1
2
3

MEANS

S.D.

C.lS Security

The criminal justice system works reasonably well thP- "'av it is now.

.61 -.04 -.13

2.89

1. 49

Ind. Deterrence

The criminal justice system presently devotes much of its energy
to preventing people from repetitive criminal acts.

.57 -.04 -.09

3.37

1. 57

CJS Improvement

The criminal justice system is constantly finding better ways to
combat crime.

.56

.02

.03

3.47

1. 39

Hehabi l i tat ion

The criminal justice system is trying hard to find better ways to
rehabilitate criminals.

.53

.08 -.04

4.08

1. 35

CJS Improvement

Police, courts, and corrections are constantly seeking ways to improve.

.53

.06

.02

3.95

1. 52

Ind. Deterrence

Police, courts, and correction systems attempt to show each criminal
the futility of criminal behavior.

•.53

.12

.04

3.32

1. 54

.67 -.11

4.72

1.41

FACTOR 2 - PUNISHMENT
Punishment

Many new correctional procedures are too lenient.

Punishment

Most of those who advocate lenient treatment of criminals do not
attach sufficient weight to the seriousness of the crimes they commit.

.06

.66

.01

4.69

1. 57

Incapacitation

More emphasis should be placed on keeping criminals behind bars.

.09

.62 -.32

3.95

1. 66

Ind. Deterrence

Authorities should adopt a "get tough" attitude with repeat offenders.

-.05

.59 -.06

5.54

1. 37

Gen. Deterrence

If lawmakers would make tougher laws against crime we wouldn't have
so many criminals.

.10

.57 -.08

4.00

1.71

Punishment

Criminals should be punished for their crimes in order to make them
repay their debt to society.

.09

.56 -.19

4.89

1. 53

-.04

FACTOR J - REHABILITATION
Rehabilitation

More and better rehabilitation programs for prisoners should be
developed.

.11 -.13

.64

5.56

l.H

Rehabilitation

If judges would divert more people from prisons into rehabilitation
programs there would be less crine.

.12 -.28

.57

3.97

1. 54

Hehabil i tat ion

'l'he current trend in diverting people from prison to rehabilitation
programs should be continued.

.07 -.39

.56

5.09

1.41

Rehabilitation

He're wrong to think the only thing we can do for criminals is throw
them in jail.

.02 -.31

.49

5.60

r0
1.411 +---

Improvement

If social scientists and la\<Makers would get together more often we
would have an improved criminal justice system.

.07 -.01

.48

4.

7~i

1. 43

i1
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proximity of two items loading at .49 and .48 to the cutoff
point and because only three items were above the

.5 cutoff.

Attribution Factors
The factor analytic process by which the sentencing
goal factors were selected was repeated for the attribution
factor analysis and all other factor analyses in the study.
In this analysis, the unrotated sentencing goal factors
indicated preliminary eigenvalues of 5.81, 4.21, 2.12,
1.75, 1.72, and 1.62, for the first six factors.

Again,

based on the marginal change in percent of variance accounted for, the number of items loading on the factors, and
after an examination of multiple n-factor solutions, the
first three factors were selected for rotation.

The prelim-

inary examination of multiple n-factor solutions greater
than three factors indicated that "insanity" and "drugs"
might have emerged as additional causal factors, however the
relatively small percentage of variance accounted for by
these factors in. the solutions indicated that subsequent
analyses would be necessary to clarify their significance.
In the rotated solution the three factors which were included accounted for 51.0%, 35.3% and 13.7% of the variance
respectively.
The results of the factor analysis of items reflec-
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ting attributions of the causes of crime indicated that
subjects generally attributed crime to three groups of
causal factors.

These three factors were labeled: (1)

Social Causation- crime comes from family problems, criminal associates, and drugs; (2) Economic Causation - crime
comes from social conditions of poverty and inequality; and

(3) Individual Causation - crime comes from lazy, irresponsible, and uncaring individuals.
Table 2 indicates the attribution categories from
which the items were originally constructed and the items,
factor loadings, means, and standard deviations for each of
the items which loaded

highe~t

on each of the factors.

Summary variables for each factor were constructed from
additive combinations of the items indicated in Table 2.
These factors were not quite as strong as the sentencing
goal factors, so items with factor loadings above
included in the additive combinations.

.4

were

These additively

combined summary variables were used as both predictors and
dependent variables in subsequent multiple regression anal-_
yses.

In terms of the attribution dimensions from which the

items were originally constructed, Social Causation is generally unintentional; Economic Causation is generally external; and Individual Causation is generally internal, stable,

1\TTrt I bUT IOi~ it' ACt OKS

·rABLE 2

~actor

Attribution Category, Items,
ATTIHBU'l'ION
CATEGORIES*

Loadings, Means, Standard Deviations

ITEr-t

FACTOR LOADINGS.
(FACTORS)
1
2
3

MEANS

S.D.

_g_

.1

FAC'fOR 1 - SOCIAL CAUSATION

E

S

U

At the root of much crime are early family

.55

.05 -.14

5. 05

1. 29

E

ll

ll

Drugs are a factor in many crimes.

.51

.01

.07

5.06

1. 46

E

ll

U

People learn to be criminal from associating with people who are
criminal .

.45

.04

.16

5.08

1.18

E

U

U

Drugs and alcohol cause crime because people can no longer control
their behavior.

.45

.20

.08

4.00

1. 54

E

ll

U

Who a person associates with has an influence on whether he will
commit a crime.

.44 -.01

.14

5.52

1. 05

E

S

lJ

Many people who become criminals were neglected by their parents.

.43 -.02 -.02

4.52

1. 41

.25

.62 -.10

4.15

l. 62

!

probl~ms.

.

FACTOR 2 - ECONOMIC CAUSATION
in~quality

E

S

U

Poverty and

E

S

U

in society are responsible for much of crime.

~1any crimes are more the result of flaws in society than any basic
criminality in the offender.

-.15

.58 -.14

3.97

1. 7<1

E

U

lJ

People who commit crimes are usually forced to by the situations
they find themselves in.

-.05

.55

.03

3.97

1. 79

F.

s

ll

Equitable distribution of wealth in society is the only way we can
expect to eliminate crime.

-.09

.51

.06

2.95

1. 59

F.

11

I

People need to survive, and sometimes crime is the only alternative.

.48 -.11

4.55

l. 79

.12

FACTOR 3 - INDIVIDUAL CAUSATION
I

cri~e.

S

I

I

S

I

I

S

I

S

I

Once a· criminal, always a criminal.

s

ll

On the whole, welfare measures such as unemployment
social assistance have made crime worse.

1:

People who are too lazy turn to

~

.20 -.05

.60

3.59

1. 54

Most criminals deliberately choose to prey on society.

.05 -.17

.49

3.91

l. 'j5

Criminals are people who don't care about the rights of others or
their responsibility to society.

.25 -.28

.44

4.60

l. 56

-.02 -.06

.42

2.38

l. 48

.40

3.73

l. 57

Attribution

Categorie~:

1:

I

2:
3:

S

I

=

=
=

insurance and

.05

.09

Internal, L = l!;xternal
Unstal)le
Stable,· U
Intentional, U = Unintentional

/',)
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and intentional.

The variations in attribution categories

within each factor may be due in part to ambiguities as to
the causes of crime in the statements themselves.
Locus of Control Factors
The Collins (1974) Internal-External Locus of Control
Scale produces four dimensions or factors under which subjects interpret the control they have over their lives.
Factor analysis of the twenty items included from the Collins scale indicated the same four factors as in the Collins
analysis, but in slightly different order.
tors in the present order were:

These four fac-

(1) Difficult-Easy World-

life is largely a matter of luck and uncontrollable forces;
(2) Predictable-Unnredictable World - effort and not chance
determines events; (3) Politically Responsive-Unresponsive
\'Jorld - individuals can influence government decisions and
world events; and (4)

Just-Unjust World - people get what

they deserve.
In the orthogonally rotated solution the factors accounted for 40.9%, 29.8%, 17.5%, and 11.7% of the variance
respectively.

The identity of factors is interpreted as

indicating substantial continuity with the original 47 item
scale.

As in the previous factor analysis, a factor loading

cutoff point for item inclusion of .4 was selected, and
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additive combinations of items loading at or above .4 on
each factor were used to construct summary variables for
later use as predictors in the multiple regression analyses.
Table 3 describes the Locus of Control factors.
Radicalism-Conservatism Factors
The Comrey and Newmeyer (1965) Radicalism-Conservatism Scale consists of two parallel forms of thirty items
each intended to be additively combined to yield a single
radicalism-conservatism score. This overall score is considered to be composed of five second-order factors.

A total

of nineteen items from both forms were included in the
Attitudes To\·lard Crime Survey - Form X, with no at tempt to
selectively include or reproduce the second order factors
from the Comrey and Newmeyer scale.
Factor analysis of the nineteen items from the
Radicalism-Conservatism Scale indicated preliminary eigen
values of 3.55, 3.20, 1.70, 1.11, 1.05, and 0.95.

Based on

the selection criteria specified in the above factor analyses, the first three factors in this analysis were selected
for orthogonal rotation.

These three rotated factors ac-

counted for 52.9%, 28.4%, and 18.7% of the variance respectively.

Items loading on each of the three factors greater

than .4 were additively combined into three summary variab

TABLB 3

-

LOCUS OF CONTROL

~ACTOR~

l te1.1 s, .F'actor Load in(; s, Means, Standard Deviations
---------------------------------~I~T~E~~~---------------------F'ACTOR 1 -

DIFFICULT-EASY WORLD

FACT.OR LOADINGS
(FACTORS)

1

2

3

"'EANS

S.D.

4

It is not always wise to plan too far ahead bec3use many things turn out
to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyho·w.

.53 -.00 -.OB

.03

3.12

1. 48

Without the right breaks one can not be an effective leader.

.51 -.19 -.08 -.03

3. 45

1. 54

Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives are controlled
by accidental happenings.

.41 -.09 -.06

.07

4.35

1. 35

As far as world affairs are concerned, most of •Js are victims of forces
we can neither understand nor control.

.41

.14 -.31

.16

4.43

1. 66

.03

.69

.05 -.06

3.00

l. 4 7

FAC'fOR 2 -

PREDICTABLE-UNPREDICTABLE WORLD

----------

'l'here is really no such thing as luck.
In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do with luck.

-.17

.51 -.04

.20

4.33

1. 57

Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or nothing
to do with it.

-.09

.46

.29

4.39

1.69

.57 -.01

4.33

1. 58

.48

3.92

1.75

4.36

1. 47.

FACTOR 3 -

The average
l~ith

POLI'l'ICALLY RESPONSIVE-UNRESPONSIVE 'ilORLD

person

can have an influence in government decision.

enough effort we can wipe out political corruption.

By taking an active part in political and social affairs the people can
control world events.
FACTOR 4 -

.04

-.20 -.12
.02

.11

-.01-.04

.06

.47 .14

JUST-UNJUST WORLD

Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken advantage of
their opportunities.

.07

.01 -.02

.53

3.91

1. 67

Peoples misfortunes resul•t from the mistakes they make.

.02

.07 -.05

.47

3.95

1. 34

.02

.42

4.57

1. 43

ln the long run, the bad things that happen to us are balanced by the
good ones.

-.15

.07

·...U.

0
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les for later use as predictors in the multiple regression
analysis.

These items are reproduced, along with their

summary statistics, in Table 4.
The radicalism-conservatism factors which resulted
from this analysis were labeled: (1) Moral Conservatismrestriction should be placed on objectionable books, sexual
relations, and pornography; (2) Punitiveness - sentences are
too light, criminals should be punished severly; and (3)
Welfarism - the government should meet basic human needs of
its citizens and go into debt if necessary to do so. The
Punitiveness and Welfarism factors were directly analogous
to the "punitiveness" and "welfare-state" second-order
factors from the Comrey and Newmeyer (1965)

scale.

The

Moral Conservatism factor was composed of items from the
"nationalism", "religion", and "racial tolerance" second
order factors.
The punitiveness factor from the Radicalism-Conservatism scale was found to be substantially identical (r=.64)
with the Punishment factor from the sentencing goal factor
analysis.

The clear redundancy of the measurement reduced

.

the interpretability of preliminary regression analysis and
the Radicalism-Conservatism punitiveness factor was not
included in subsequent analyses.

'I'ABLt: 4 HADICALISi•i-COi~Sl~~~VA'l'ISN FAC'l'OHS
Items, Factor Loadings, Neans, Standard Deviations

FACTOR LOADINGS

ITEM
FACTOR 1 -

(FACTORS)

MORAL CONSERVATISf.t
~ale

1

2

3

MEANS

S.D.

.60

.16

.08

2.66

1. 52

A woman who has sex with a man for money should go to jail.

.59

.06 -.11

2.64

1. 50

If a man is showing a sex movie to friends in his own home, the police
should stop it.

• 58

• 00

.oo

1. 52

1. 57

f.totion pictures which offend any sizable religious group should be banned.

.58

.08

.21

1. 85

1. 20

It should be against the law to do anything the bible says is wrong.

.56

.16

.09

2.38

1. 51

More restrictions should be imposed to prevent young people from having
sexual relations before ~arriage.

.44

.16

.01

3.13

1.14

Birth control devices should be made available to anybody who wants to
use them.

-.46

.11

.26

5.70

1. 54

Marriages by persons of different races should be soically

-.46 -.18

.29

5.65

1. 52

.69 -.05

5.()0

1. 52

Every city should ban the

FAC'l'OR 2 -

of objectionable books.

.acceptable.

PUNI'riVENESS

In our country, the sentences handed out to criminals are usually too light.

.09

Our laws give too much protection to criminals.

.15

.65 -.02

4.21

1. 75

A mentally ill man who attacks and kills a little girl should be executed.

.23

.45 -.03

3.04

1. 78

Teenage hoodlums should be punished severely.

.13

.44 -.03

4.00

1. 57

FAC'fOR 3 - WELFARISM
'l~e

government should guarantee every citizen enough to eat.

If the government

~ust

go deeper into debt to help people it should do so.

-.07 -.11

.62

4.97

1. 70

.17 -.20

.61

3.78

1.77

\ ..:..J

:---._·
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Dogmatism Factors
Form "E" of the Rokeach (1956) Dogmatism scale
contains 40 items intended to be additively combined to give
a single dogmatism score.

Sixteen of these items were

included in Form "X" of the Attitudes Toward Crime Survey.
A factor analysis of these items produced initial eigen
values of 3.04, 1.51, 1.17, 1.12, 1.02, and 0.98.

Based on

the criteria specified in the prior factor analysis, it was
decided to retain two factors from this analysis, accounting
for 75.4% and 24.6% of the rotated variance, respectively.
Thus, our factor analysis of the items from the
Rokeach (1956) Dogmatism scale indicated two factors:

(1)

Dogmatism - there is only one correct view and we should not
compromise our beliefs; and (2) Helplessness - there is not
enough time to deal with a fearful future.

As in the prior

factor analysis, items loading highly on these factors were
additively combined into summary variables for further
analysis.

To enhance interpretability of the results the

•

factor loading cutqff point for item inclusion was lowered
from .4 to .35 for the second factor (only t\vo items. passed
the .4 cutoff).

Table 5 indicates the Dogmatism factor

items, their factor loadings, means, and standard
deviations.

.,
i

I

I

TABLE 5 - DOGMATISM FACTORS
Items, Factor LoadinBs, Heans, Standard Deviations

______ ----------------------------ITEM____________________

FACTOR LOADINGS
(FACTORS,_--

MEANS

S.D.

1

2

Of all the different philosophies in the world there is probably only
onn which is correct.

.64

.08

2.14

1. 34

There are two kinds of people in this world, those who are for the
truth and those who are against it.

• 58

.12

2.79

1. 53

it comes to differences of opinion, we must be careful not to
compromise with those who believe differently from the way we do.

.47 -.01

2.87

1. 67

The United States and Russia have just about notheing in common.

.44

.03

2.30

1. 30

'I'hE' present is too full of unhappiness, !t is only the future that counts.

.44 -.05

2.28

1. 22

F'ACTOR 1 -

DOGMII.TIS.M
------------·-------

~~hen

IIEI.PU~SSNESS
-- ---------------------

FACTOH 2 -

'i'here is so much to do and so little time to do it.

-.04

.56

4.15

1. 66

It is only natural for a person to be fearful of the future.

.12

.46

4.60

1. 55

Man on his <>wn is a helpless and miserable creature.

.27

.35

3.43

1. 41

VJ
~
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Moral Development
According to the standard procedures associated with
the Rest (1979) Moral Development scale, a "Principled Morality Score" was constructed for each subject by adding
together scores from levels 5A, 5B, and 6 of the scale for
each of the three stories:

"Heinz and the Drug," "Student

Take-Over," and "Escaped Prisoner."

Principled Morality

Scores in the sample ranged from 0 to 26, with a mean of
12.5 and a standard .deviation of 5.32.
Relationships Among the Measures
In order' to examine the manner in which the personality characteristics and perceptions as to the causes of
crime relate to specific sentencing goals, the scores on the
three sentencing goal factors were each compared to (regressed against) the attribution factors, personality scores,
and demographic variables using multiple regression.

A

second multiple regression was used in order to compare the
personality scores and demographic variables to the attribution factors alone.

These analysis would be expected to

result in a general framework for understanding the way in
which attributions of crime causation would predict a particular sentencing goal.
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The results of the first multiple regression analysis
indicated that subjects tended to believe in Satisfactory
Performance of the criminal justice system if they were less
educated, had fewer crime victimization experiences, and
were at a lower level of moral development.

Subjects be-

lieved in Punishment if they believed in Individual Causation, were younger, at a lower level of moral development,
believed in a Just World, and did not believe in Welfarism.
Subjects believed in Rehabilitation if they believed in
Economic Causation, Social Causation, did not believe in
Individual Causation, were older, higher in moral development, and

belie~ed

in Welfarism.

The results of this multi-

ple regression appear to indicate that the attributions of
crime causation, in addition to several of the personality
and demographic variables, bear some consistent relationships to sentencing goals.
Some of the variables worked better than others.

The

demographic and personality scales which were not significantly predictive of any of the sentencing goal factors
included:

Moral Conservatism, Difficult-Easy World, Politi-

cally Responsive-Unresponsive World, Dogmatism, Helplessness, parents' education, marital status, race, academic
program, sex, and personally estimated knowledge of the
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criminal justice system.

Statistically significant (p<.01)

beta coefficients and multiple-R scores from these analyses
are presented in Table 6.
In the second multiple regression run we attempted to
see the manner in which the personality and demographic
summary variables were predictive of each of the three
attribution factors.

As evidenced

qy

the lower multiple-R

scores, the predictive relationships for the attribution
factors were not as strong as those of the sentencing goal
factors.
Subjects' belief in Social Causation was signifi-.
cantly predicted only by the Just-Unjust World and Difficult
Easy World factors from the Internal-External scale.

That

is, subjects who believe in Social Causation tend to also
believe that life is difficult and people get what they
deserve in the end.

112£

People who believe in Economic Causa-

tend to strongly believe in the concept of Welfarisrn,

that the government should provide a

cert~i~

dard of living regardless of ability to pay.

minimum stanIt is

interes~

ting to note that the only other significant predictor of
Economic Causation was status as a law student; law students
significantly disagreed with the concept of economic causation.

Individual Causation, in contrast to Economic Causa-
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tion, was negatively predicted qy the Welfarism factor.
That is, people who think crime is caused by greedy individuals disagree with welfarism, and people who think crime is
caused by general economic conditions agree with welfarism.
Individual Causation was also significantly predicted by the
Just-Unjust World factor and the Moral Conservatism factor,
such that we might infer that self-righteous people with
strict moral attitudes believe that crime originates from
greedy individuals who accordingly must be punished.

The

statistically significant (p<.01) beta coefficients and
multiple-R scores from this analysis are presented in Table
7.

A summary of the correlations among the attribution
factors and sentencing goals is presented in summary form in
Table 8. Simple correlation coefficients for all summary
variables and demographic variables were constructed and are
presented in their entirety in Appendix E.
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TABLE 6 - MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF ATTRIBJTION FACTORS,
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES A!1D PERSONALITY VARIABLES ON SENTENCING GOALS
Statistically significant (p.<.01) beta coefficients and multiple-R scores

SENTENCING GOAL FACTORS
PREDICTORS

SATISFACTORY
PERFCRMANCE

PUNISHMENT

REHABILITATION

SOCIAL CAUSATION

.19

ECONOMIC CAUSATION

.23

INDIVIDUAL CAUSATION
EilJCATION LEVEL

-.19

-.11

•15

-.20

. 13

-.16

.39

-.20

AGE
PRIOR VICTil1ITZATION

-.15

MORAL DEVELOn•iENT

-.12

WELFARISM
JUST-UNJUST WORLD
MULTIPLE-R

.57

•14
•Z79

.652

.562
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TABLE 7 - MULTIPLE REXlRESSION ANALYSIS OF Dll10GRAPHIC
~1)

PERSONALITY VARIABLES ON ATTRIBUTION FACTOP.S

Statistically significant (P.<.01) beta coefficients and multiple-R scores

ATTRIBUTION FACTORS
PREDICTORS

SOCIAL
CAUSATION

L.Mv STUDENT

ECONOMIC
CAUSATION
-.15

\-JELFARISH

.31

JUST -UNJUST vlORLD

.17

DIFFICULT-EASY WORLD

.20

-.18
.14

.26

r'lORAL CONSERVATISN
l~1ULTIPLE-R

TIIDIVIOOAL
CAUSATION

.269

.397

.346
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TABLE 8 - SIMPLE CORRELATIONS
ATTRIBUTION AND SEUTENCTim GOAL FACTORS

SENTENCING GOAL FACTORS
ATTRIBUTION
FACTORS

I

SOCIAL
CAUfATION

SATISFACTORY
PERFORMANCE

PUNIS~~~T

REHABILITATION

.124

.158

.190

.035

-.102

.337

.053

. 571

- .3C8

.223

I

ECONOMIC

. 20l5 ~~~~Timi
TIIDIVIDUAL

CAUSATION

L.072_j L-.478_j
~-------.035--------~

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Sentencing goals, which presumably guide judges in
their determination of s.entences imposed on defendants, as
well as many other discretionary responses to criminals,
appear strongly related to attributions about the causes of
crime.

Our results suggest that if a decisionmaker views

any of a wide range of external/unintentional factors,
including family problems, drugs, criminal associates,
poverty, or social inequality as a significant cause of the
criminal act, the judge will have a rehabilitative orientation tov1ard the offender.

v:e

might expect this rehabili ta- ·

tive orientation to result in less severe sentences as well
as an inclination toward diversion and rehabilitation
programs.
On the other hand, if a decisionmaker views the
criminal act as a result of internal/intentional factors,
such as laziness, greed, or deliberate lack of consideration
for others, the response of the decisionmaker would be
expected to be much different.

Our results suggest the

judge will be inclined toward a severe response along the
lines of punishment, deterrence, and/or incapacitation.
42
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nature of these relationships may be clarified by relating
the data back to the theoretical constructs from which the
items were constructed.
Sentencing Goal Theory
The results of the factor analysis of sentencing
goals were generally unexpected.

What happened to our

original eight theoretical categories of sentencing goals?
Our factor analysis of the items constructed to evenly
reflect each of these categories resulted in only three
factors, only two of which related back to the original
categories.
The Satisfactory Performance factor was quite unexpected.

It does not correspond to any of the original eight

theoretical categories of sentencing goals from which the
items were originally constructed.

It is uncorrelated with

either the Punishment or Rehabilitation factors (r=.072,
r=.035, respectively), and is not significantly related to
any of the crime causation factors '(r=.12, r=.03, r=.05,
respectively).
One interpretation of this Satisfactory Performance
factor is that the major sentencing goal in this study (in
terms of percentage variance accounted for in the factor
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analysis) is not related to judgements of the causes of
crime.

Another interpretation is that two of the original

eight categories of sentencing goals

"Imp~vement

of the

Criminal Justice System" and "Security of the Criminal Justice System" may not have been will operationalized as
sentencing goals in the original construction of the items.
A third potential explanation for the results is that the
factor resulted from inclusion of a number of sentencing
goals items having been written to reflect the current
performance of the criminal justice system, rather than
goals for sentencing offenders.
This factor appears to be basically a general performance evaluation of the criminal justice system, a cohesive
set of beliefs apparently more strongly held
ticular sentencing goal.

~an

any par-

Our interpretation of this factor

is that a general good/bad orientation toward the criminal
justice system certainly exists, but is theoretically and
conceptually quite distinct from specific sentencing

g~als.

Although relevant to understanding our results, the factor
does not appear useful in analysing our theroetical framework of sentencing goals.
A theoretical exclusion of the Satisfactory Performance factor from our interpretation of the data leaves us
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with two sentencing goals which stand in sharp contrast to
each other (r=-.478), punishment and rehabilitation.

The

punishment versus rehabilitation dichotomy has a well established place in criminological thought and literature, and
the emergence of punishment and rehabilitation as significant factors in the sentencing goal factor
surprising.

analysi~

is not

However, it is surprising that none of the

other six potential sentencing goals survived the factor
analysis.
There are several potential explanations for such a
result.

Initially, their absence suggests that the goals

underlying sentencing decisions may be more simple than our
original eight categories would seem to indicate.

The re-

sults here suggest that individual deterrence, general deterrence, and incapacitation tend to merge under a more
general punitive orientation.

It may be that, although

these dimensions are objectively distinguishable (e.g., the
distinctions between individual deterrence and mere punishment), from a subjective perspective they do not function a~
operationally distinct concepts.

Another possible explan-

ation is that those who believe in one "punitive" goal tend
to believe in others.

In short, the goals are theoretically

distinct but empirically covary.

A collapsing of punitive-

type goals was also found by Hogarth (1971) and Forst and
Wellford (1981).

Still another pontential explanation might

be a lack of validity in the measures..

The scales used may

not have accurately reflected the theoretical distinctions
we were attempting to reflect in item construction.
From another perspective, the simplicity of the punishment versus rehabilitation dichotomy seems to conflict
with data collected from expert criminal justice decisionmakers.

The judges and prosecutors interviewed by Richard-

son (1980) responded that a wide range of sentencing goals
are important to their decisions and that differences among
these goals would produce different decisions.

Along these

lines, a noted criminal justice expert, LaFave (~972) has
suggested that many judges may utilize a "collusive" theory
of sentencing goals, whereby the various sentencing goals
are intellectually combined through an unclear process to
reach the most appropriate sentence for an individual defendant.

Further support for a broader theoretical perspective

of sentencing goals comes from a laboratroy study by
HcFatter ( 1978) which produced substantial differences in
sentencing decisions between subjects assigned punitive and
general deterrence sentencing goals across a broad range of
crimes.
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The analysis here, then, should not be interpreted as
evidence that such distinctions among sentencing goals do
not exist or are not meaningful, but rather that these
sentencing goals are finer details that color the fundamental distinction between punishment and rehabilitation as
sentencing goals.

Judges and other expert decisionmakers in

the criminal justice system might be expected to make finer
distinctions among these sentencing goals.

Further research

should help to define and clarify these other important
sentencing goals and the factors which tend to result in
their increased significance in sentencing decisions.
Additional research on the impact of the punishment
versus rehabilitation sentencing goal orientation on sentencing decisions is also appropriate.

To the extent that such

broad orientations are consistently manifest in sentencing
decisions, such processes may be subject to additional scrutiny for conformity with prevailing judicial or political
policies.

Turning from an understanding of decisionmakers

to an understanding of specific sentences, punishment and
rehabilitative sentencing goals, along with other sentencing
goals, would be included in a more specific evaluation
including offender variables, crime causation variables, and
specific dispositional alternatives.
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Attribution Theory and The Causes of Crime
A closer examination of the attribution factors which
emerged from the factor analysis, along with a very brief
review of criminological theory, indicates that the three
factors which emerged from the factor analysis consistently
covary according to the three attributional dimensions from
which the i terns "1ere constructed while simultaneously encompassing mainstream schools of criminological thought.
The Social Causation factor was perhaps first labeled
by Gabriel Tarde (1912) as the "Social Imitation" theory of
crime causation.

A more recent example is the "differential

association" theory of Edwin Sutherland (1949).

Another

similar concept is Robert Merton's (1957) notion of social
"Anomy" or social disintegration as a source of crime.
Thus, this Social Causation factor includes a cohesive
group

of theories which focus on crime as originating from

social disintegration of individuals and small groups
through family problems, criminal associates, and related
social processes.
The Social Causation factor and these theories consistently view crime as external, unstable and unintentional in
attributional terms, and these consistent attributions
generally tend to suggest that a rehabilitative orientation
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would be the most desirable and productive sentencing goal.
The second crime causation factor, Economic Causation, seems to parallel a group of criminological theories
most generally referred to as the "ecological" theories of
crime causation (e.g. Shevky and Bell, 1955; Quinney, 1964).
Also known as "cartographic" or "areal" vie\>/ of crime causation, these theories locate the origins of crime

in very

broad and widespread social flaws, usually poverty, unemployment, and related social ills.
These attributions of crime causation, like the Social
Causation factor, are consistently external and
unintentional, although the stability of this factor is
unclear.

Here again, we find a external, unintentional

factor suggesting a rehabilitative sentencing goal for the
disposition of the offender as most appropriate.
The third factor, Individual Causation, is attributionally quite the opposite of the other two factors.
Individual Causation is internal and intentional, while
Social Causation and Economic Causation are
unintentional.

externa~

and

In the criminological literature, individ-

ualistic theories of crime causation are perhaps the most
well established, particularly as developed in the works of
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philosopher Jeremy Bentham (1923) and criminologist Cesare
Beccaria (trans., 1968) in the eighteenth century.

These

theories view crime as originating in the minds of utilitarian hedonists who balance the pros and cons of crime and
make deliberate choices based on individual motives for
personal gain.

The positive school of criminology

(Lombroso, 1911) and the more recent economic-gain theories
of crime (Becker, 1968) are quite similar. While Economic
and Social Causation tend to result in the belief that
rehabilitation is the most appropriate sentencing goal,
Individual Causation is very strongly connected with the
notion that severe punishment, incapacitation, and deterrence motivations should guide imposition of the sentence.
The way in which these attribution factors tend to
encompass such a broad range of criminological theories may
have implications for criminological theory.

First, we

might ask how does our data fit these theories, or vice
versa.

Generally, each of the traditional criminological

theories mentioned in the above review seems appropriate for
understanding only one of several apparent and different
dimensions of crime causation--pieces of a broader puzzle in
need of completion.

An attributional perspective on crime

causation theories does a good job of clarifying the puzzle
without specifying a complete solution.

Similarly, other
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formal "multicausal" criminological theories exist (e.g.
Glueck, 1968), but as yet are neither well developed nor
well researched in criminological circles.

Our attribution-

ally-based data strongly suggests that a clarification of
crime causation theories is in order.
Like the factor analysis of the sentencing goal
items, the factor analysis of items reflecting attributions
of crime causation should not be taken as a complete explanation of crime causation factors.

Consider insanity, for

example, as a generally acknowledged cause of at least some
criminal behavior.

Although a potential insanity factor

accounted for too little variance to be included in our
factor structure, our data suggest that more attention toward inclusion of items specifically reflecting attitudes
toward insanity could produce a sufficiently cohesive factor
for further analysis.

Insanity as a cause of crime fits

none of the Social, Economic, or Individual causation factors from a criminological (substantive) or attributional
perspective.

It is attributionally similar to Individual

Causation in that they are both viewed as internal factors,
but Insanity is also sioilar to Economic and Social Causation in that they would all be classified attributionally as
unintentional crimes.

Do internal-unintententional attribu-
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tions lead toward punishment or rehabilitation as the most
appropriate sentencing goal, or perhaps even a more specific
goal such as incapacitation?

We might also ask more pre-

cisely what is the effect of variations of stability of
causal factors on sentencing goals.
From a more pragmatic perspective, we might be
inclined to ask which of the available theories is most
appropriate for the study and understanding of actual
sentencing decisions.

Or, we might ask in what ways do

criminological theories correspond and differ from actual
decisionmaking and decisionmaking theories applied in criminological contexts.

If our ultimate goals are to alter

judicial decisionmaking to increase effectiveness and to
decrease disparity, these distinctions must be more clearly
understood.
A Comment on Personality and Demographic Variables
Most of the demographic and personality variables did
not emerge as statistically significant predictors of the
sentencing goal factors.

Those that were significant appear

to cluster in two groups that are only vaguely defined by
the available data.

The first group includes subjects at

higher levels of moral development who believe in welfarism.
These subjects tended toward rehabilitation as a sentencing
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goal.

The second group includes subjects who scored at

lower levels of moral development, were morally conservative, and disagreed with w·elfarism.

These subjects tended

toward a punitive orientation toward offenders.
From these results and the work of others who have
studied the influence of ideology on attitudes toward criminals (e.g., l>Iiller, 1973) it appears that in the general
public there are broad biases toward rehabilitation or punishment, and similar preferences may also influence actual
sentencing

decis~ons.

The utility of these and other gener-

al ideological, demographic, or personality measures in
controlling disparity in sentencing would be in their ability to distinguish significant biases in expert or potential
expert criminal justice decisionmakers.

These analyses,

along with the more specific analysis of offender and crime
specific variables suggested above, would seem to be the
best way to understand the cognitive processes which lead to
a specific sentencing decision.
Conclusion
The problems of disparity and ineffectiveness in
expert criminal justice decisionmaking were addressed
through a study of the manner in which perceptions as to the
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causes of crime and certain personality characteristics
relate to sentencing goals for offenders.
In the general context of criminal justice decisionmaking it appears that certain combinations of personality
characteristics and causal attributions influence the decisionmaker toward either more punitve (more severe) or more
rehabilitative (more lenient) sentencing orientations.
If we generally extrapolate from perceptions as to
the cause of the crime to sentencing goals (more generally,
dispositional preferences) for the offender, our results
suggest that the response to a crime attributed to internal/intentional factors

(e.g., selfishness, greed, lack of

concern for others) would be strongly influenced by a goal
to punish the offender.

In a judicial context this could be

more severe sentences imposed (e.g., longer prison term,
prison term more likely to be imposed).

Responses to crimes

attributed to external/unintentional factors influence the
decisionmaker toward a more rehabilitative orientation.

A

rehabilitative sentencing goal would be associated with less
severe sentences being imposed (e.g., conviction of a lesser
offense, shorter prison term or probation in lieu of a
prison term).
These general conclusions are based on data acquired
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from questionnaires administered to criminal justice and law
students.

The utility of the general attributional frame-

work presented here depends on the extent to which expert
decisonmakers utilize a similar framework when confronted
with individual decisionmaking tasks.

At the very least,

it seems apparent that future research on decisionmaking in
the criminal justice system would find it useful to collect
data on case-specific causal attributions and dispositional
decision~.

These results also suggest the outlines of an
approach which might be useful in reducing disparity in
sentencing and other forms of expert criminal justice decisionmaking.

The first step might be, in the selection and

evlauation process, to specifically look for anomalies in
personality characteristics and attributioal biases which
might influence later decisionmaking.

Judges and others who

manifest strong biases in conflict with stated policies
could be identified and the problems addressed on a casespecific basis.
A more ambitious step might be to alter decis{onmaking policy and procedure (e.g., sentencing guidelines) to
formally integrate and collect data on a broad range of
specific causal conclusions (among other data) and the cor-
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responding expert decisions.

Such data would inclued the

specific factual cause, certain personality measures of the
decisionmaker, other pertinent crime specific data available
to the decisionmaker, the decisonmaking options available to
the expert and longitudinal data on outcome effectiveness.
Sentencing and other policy guidelines, which attempt
to identify and implement policies of goal priorities, might
be continually refined through the integration and analysis
of such measures to increase uniformity and decrease
disparities in criminal justice decisonmaking.
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DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
384 SUBJECTS

AGE
Under 18
18 to 20
21 to 23
24 to 26
27 to 30
31 to 35
36 to 40
41 to 45
Over 45
Missing

1
126
129
51
24
19
6
2
1
25

.3 %

32.8
33.6
13.3
6.3
4.9
1. 6

%
%
%
%
%
%
.5 %
.3 %

6.5 %

SEX
Jilale
Female
Missing

204
152
28

53.1 %
39.6 %
7.3 %

105
279

27.3 %
72.7 %

RACE
Minority
Caucasian

MARITAL STATUS
Never Married
Currently Married
Divorced

304
61
19

79.2 %
15.9 %
4.9 %

SUBJECT'S EDUCATION
Freshman
So ph more
Junior
Senior
1st Year Law
2nd Year Law
3rd Year Law
Over This
Hissing

51
67
46

53

60
48
19
17
23

13.3
17.4
12.0
13.8
15.6
12.5
4-9
4-4
6.0

%
%
%

%
%
%
%

%
%
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL STATUS
Undergraduate
Criminal Justice
Law Student
Otner

177
136
71

46.1 %
35.4 %
18.5 %

FATHER'S FORMAL EDUCATION
Grammar School
Some High School
Finish High School
Some College
College Degree
Beyond 4 Years
Missing

36
42
80
86
58
59
22

9.4
11.2
20.8
22.4
15.1
15.4
5.7

%
%

%
%
%
%
%

MOTHER'S FORMAL EDUCATION
Grammar School
Some High School
Finish High School
Some College
College Degree
Beyond 4 Years
Missing

39
33
130
81
50
30
21

10.2
8.6
33.9
21 .1
13.0
7.8
5.5

•

%
%

%

%
%

%
%
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A'.:'TITOD!!S TOWARD CRI!ll: sunVEY
..Introduction
-

The Attitudes Touare Crine Survey contains c-.bout 290 iter:-.s.
1!~ to 2 hours to co:qnlete.

It should tal:e

are di vi deC. into three <:.Uestion sets~ labelec"! ' Cri~ I terns,.
about Oocial :!?roblems, · and ·'Bacl:C'%'ound In!orr..ation. ·: Each
question set includes its own instructions. Please be sure to comnlete
the three sets in the order in which ~'ou ~inc them in your envelo~e.
There is no need to COnl!?lete all three forms at one Si ttin" 1 :!:mt please
make sure to co!llplete them in the nroJ?er order. Please use the ~~'2 pencil
.?roviCled in your envelo~ to indicate your res:nonses in the I!\anner
described in t."le instructions for each ~uestion set. ~:rhen you have
coo::>leted all tl'lree forms ..,lease !>Ut all for.!1S and ansl~er s;heets in the
acconl!.lanying envelone, and return them a.t the desiqnated time and place.
Please do not fold or staPle the answer sheets.
The

~uestions

·'~ir..ions

If you are interested in receiving results of the questionnaire, in~icate
your name and address on a $eparate sheet of ~a~r and insert this into
the envelo~ ~-rhen returninc:; the surve~!.
You will be _!'laid $4. 00
Thank

~ou

for

u~n

return of t.lle conroleted survey.

!)artici~atinc;r l

E0~1 TO

!tETUP.H "!OUR COl!PLETED '1UESTIOHHAIP.!:

Please ~ut your name and address on ~1e enclosed s~.all envelo~e. ~:rhen
you have cor:~pletee the '1Uestionnaire, ,ut all the r,Jaterial s in the large
envelo?e, seal it: and c.1rop it in any mai~ox.
·receive your co~leted ~uestionnaire. 'ftTe: ll vrozu:.>tl'! s~nd you
$4.00 for your assistance. If you'd also lil:e a co'f"YY of the results of
t."le study: please put your name and address on a senarate sheet of paner
and enclose it also.

':Jhen

~·re

Please return the I':'.aterials to us •. ri thin
'!hank you very much!

~"'le

next 10 ea,rs.

ATTITUDES TOl/ARDS CRD-IE SURVEY
CRIHE ITEHS
FOR!IS A

and B

This setconsists of 160 multiple-choice rating scales. The items are divided into t1.ro groups labeled as 11 A11 items or. 'B:' items. Hhen answering the
questions, please be sure to use the ans11er sheet labeled fjA" or :'B" which corresponds to the question set.
Please use the #2 pencil provided in your envelope to indicate your responses.
Dlaclten in the entire box Hhich corresponds to your choice on the answer sheet.
Do not fill in the identifying information at the top of the ansu·er sheet. Indicate your answers on the scales ranging from strongly disagree to strongly aGree according to the folloving diagram:

strongly
disagree
1

disagree

mildly
disagree

2

3

neutral

mildly
agree

agree

4

5

6

strongly
agree

1

cannot
respond
10

For these questions, do not enter any mark into boxes numbered 8 or 9. Check box 10
if you do not understand or cannot answer the question. Use 10 as little as you
can, only for questions you have serious problems interpreting or responding to.
Please make sure that you fill in completely the box that represents your _chosen
respnnse.
you have completed this form, please return the questions and the answer sheet
to the folder and proceed to any forms \lhich may b~ remaining.

~men

0'(Xi

Form

il.TTITUDES TONli:Jl Cr..Il·lE

·lA.

r,

r::~gc

l

A lot of rc:oney is t•astec! trying to il!l?rove the criminal justice system.

:U..

Neither th.e threat nor the ap!=)lication of penalties is a deterrent to potenti<'l
offenders.

3A.

!·lOst in:nates of penal institutions would be refortr.ed if they took advantag3 of
~~· vocational and occupational facili~es which now exist •

.;1(.

Some people co=it cri:::es because of situational oressure from their delinq1.:er;.
pears.

Sit.

:1any 1tiolent crimes are an e:<press:ic-n o! resentment toward people that
offenders have come in contact with.

6A.

Criminals should be punished for thEiir cri::te in order to require ther.t to
repay their debt to society.

7A.

Equitable distrihution of wealth in
expect to eliminate crime.

$A.

A great deal of effort is presently beincr directed to•.·rard discouraging •
recidivism.

~A~

People who commit crimes are usually forced to by the situations they fi~d
themselves in.

:~ocietv

~~e

is <".bout

only way we can

lOA.

One of the goals of the legal system is to evolve as society evol•res.

ll.A.

~1any si~le

l2A.
l3A.

The crii:ti.nal cou:<:' s main function should be to instill respect for la.t·J and
order.
Criminals are baing mollycoddled by ~~e corre~ional agencies.

l4A.

As

burglaries are done by people und<!r
solve much broader ?roblems with their life.

~~e

unemplo~.ent

u~.

p~~ishes

criminals equitably

accordin~

to the

~~ny prograr~

in corrections that are sponsored by the federal government
to prol!'.Ote new •.rays of combatting crime.

There should be

iaA.

beliAf that the crir::e •.Jill

figure gets higher, the cri=.e rete goes

The cri~al justice syster.t
gravity of their cri~.es.
lSA.

~"13

~ore cisci~line

!t is the criminal
behavior.

~.·ho

chooses

in penal institutions.
::~nd

is

ulti::~ateli"

ros:consible for his c:ri:,:in '1.

•

l9A.

P·~o~le ~..1ho

2CA.

?olice, court:;, anC ;"'risons are cons tan tl?

2:,.;.

Crii:".es are often due t:o unpredictable factors acting on t!'le indh·idual.

1:;...

All a basic and funda~.ental goal, t.!::e c:ri:.-.inal julltice
to eli~nate recidivism.

cor.=1i t crit:'l.es n.:-e

~~1

usuall~/'

lac1:i.~"

in ir. -:ell.iq~~c~.

see~:ir.g

wa:"s

~o

ir::?:-..,~l·.:.

syst~::~

!:!':oulc:

attc!Op~
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Fcrm A

Pa;e 2

23A. It's high time for basic changes in t.'le criminal justice system.

2,A.

When people are high en dru~ or alcohol, they are mere likely to commit cri~e.
·~hn

251.. One of the major purposes of the criminal justice system is to keep those
are Clangezous separate fzom others.
26A. The criminal justice system is constantly finding better '"ays to co":bat

~:-il!'.e.

2T.\. Druqs ar11 a factor in many crimes.

2aA. Convicted criminals generally receive ap=ro=riate 'unishrnent for the

cri~

they have col:ll!litted.
29A.

~~re

emphasis should be placed on keeping criminals behind

30A. 1-lany crias are more the result of

fl.:~.ws

~ars.

in society than any basic crir.tinality

in the offender.
3lA. The main objective in the sentencing of offenders should be to deter pote:odal
offenders from committing crime.

32A. The various agencies of our leqal system SUPport one anot.'ler.
pl~ys

33A. Chance opportunity !!'lOre often
34A. More serious crimes get mere
3~A.

a part in

cri~r.a

than caref:ll. planning.

punish~~t~~nt.

~~st

of t.'lose who advocate lenient treatr.ent of cri=inals do not attach
sufficient weight to t.'le seriousness of the crimes the~ commit.

36A. The criminal justice systam '.o70rks reasonably well the way it is

no\~.

3.711.. Our system is orqanized around exacting a pa;r.::ent from those '"ho break tl'l-=

law.
38:•• T.'le sentence of tha court shot:ld

;;.l".{il.~•s e::pres~

an e=.?hati:: :lenuncic.t:ir"i"\

;:,~·

the co=ur.ity of the crir.-.a.
~9A.

F~Jliee,

courts, and correc-:ion systams

at-tg~t

to

she~;

each criminal

~~e

f~tility of criminal behavior.

40A. Usually there a:-e psychological

probl~ms

at

~1e

·root cf

cri~~nal ~e~~vi~r.

4lA. Law enforce~.ant agencies try to oresent criminals as bad people so that
others will not imitate t.'lem •
42A. People who

•

c~~~t

c=i=.es

~~\~ ~oor

self-cont:ol.

42'-. Alcoholism is a cau:;e of cri!:!e that should !"le treated, ::ot
44l•. ':·he criminal

justi::~ systn~ :?4!~ctuatas

i

~self

pu.'1i::h~d.

at the e:.:?cnse of

c!.~a!i!"lS

•. :.~ . . '1

cri~.

45.::.. In sentencina, the courts should try to uphold the :::oral standards of decc::<:.
people.
46~.

Nest criminals wind up in prison \·There they cannot do any harm.
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•!7.<"•• ::any pao?le 1-1ho co!!II"..it cri:':'.es con't just eor....-.it one, and t!'le crimir.al jufc'..:i..:;-

system should be directin.:;: ;!".ore of its at-tention to these people.
4€.'\. There are a number of people in prison ,.,ho don't deserve to ::.e 'there.
4~A.

The mood of

t~e

criminal often inf!uences his decisions about

crimi~al

behavior.

SOA. :-lore and bettsr rahabilitation proqr!ll.'1S for prisoners should !::a developad.
SlJ\. t-ntere justice is

~:eak,

crL.-.e tends to becol!'.e rampant.
:~~any

'!2A. Sy seeing how criminals are punished,
a crime.
jud~'s

are

discoura~ad

fro:rt ever attemp'tinc-

53~.

The pri~/ concern in a
of incarceration.

t~e pro~er len~~·

54~.

Among t"leir other coals, the various organizations in 'the criminal justice
system try to 1-10rk together sr..oothly.

mind should be to determine

SSA. Laws are there to disccurage people from getttnq into criminal activities in
the first place.
56A. Judges and prosecutors ara largely concerned ~rith wllys to make convicted
criminals beco11'.8 productive members o! society.
57A. Criminals often find thst they can cake a better living in crill'.a
honest job.
~SA.

In planning their activities, criminals take into account the

t~a.'l

,,t

leni~n~;

~-.,.

c!

the criminal justice system.
t~o

59A. Our system is not doing enough in
inq crill:3s.

oOA. Judges often impose harsh
51;,.. !f law~akers would c-.ake
criminals.

sent~nces

to

det~r ot,~rs

fr~n co~i~~

fro~ co~ttina criz.~:.

laws against c:irr.e we wouldn't hava .:o r:..:m::

tough~:

62!,. At t.'le root of much cril!';! are

way of discouraging people

early f::ur.ily proble!!'.s.

!;3i>. Only by inc:eesed attention to alternati·.re 11ays of doing its job ·..ill

t::·~

crimin.;.l justice! syste::-. evC!r work.
64A. 1·1any poor people
65:\. :'he

56A.

·~~e.:

our

l.~t·.'s

co~it

crir.es on

ar= .!r:.=orced is

inq

cri~es.

~·Jho

a ptl:-son astiociat.es

·.·ri~"l

i~ulse.
sulfici::l~t

to discouraqt'.!

has an influence on

?!!O!:>l·~

t..;~ethe:- h~

'.-::!.2.1

!:rr:'!;.: =c~?-:i. ~~

co:::::~::

a

G7A. If sociill scientists o.nd lawmakers would <;;et together =re often •.-•e ·.•ould
!lave an in:prove-1 cri::U.nal justice system.

;,s:,.

:·:Ost c:i!:'.inal proceduras are designed with retaliation in mind.

7?
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<:;9;\. ':he !:'.ost il:lpor~"lt single consider.1tion in dater.nininc:r th.e sentence to impose
should be tile nature and gravity of t."le crir.oe.

7CA. ?eople le&%n to ce crir.:i:-.al. !rom associatinq with peo,le 1-1ho are criminal.
7lA. ?eople get i."ltO trouble with the

la~' ~,,hen

they don· t haw enouoh wort'"..hwhile

<.cti vi ties to keep thee busy.
72A. ..iany new correctional procedures are too lenient.

73A. The current trend in Civerting people from
should b~ continued.

~rison

~rograms

to rehabilitation

74A. l-le need to hold criminals up to public scorn.
7SA.

::e' re wrong to think the only thing

we can do for criminals is thro•,l th.er.: in

jl.il.
76A. Drugs and alcohol cause crime because
behavior.

?eO~le

can no longer

cont-~1

their

77A. Even in the best orqanized societies, some ?eople will be criminals.
78A. Great emphasis has been placed on incapacitation as a solution to criminal
problems.
79A. A person beco;r.es a cricinal '·lhen the criminal justice system labels the pers-:">r
a criminal.

BOA. It is important

~or

our legal system to apnear strong and fair.
Form

lB. :·!ar.? people plan their criminal activities quite t."lorouc;t.lly.

!'aq~

!l

1.

2B. Law enforce~nt officials work hard to r.aintain a strong criminal justice
system.

3B. Criminals are people who don't care
responsibility to

a~o~t

t."le

ri~~~s

o= others

4B. A ~ajor ~cal of t."le criminal justice system should be to
free ever;body else.
:.a. ':he majority of potential of!endars are deterred by the
~a.

or t:.eir

societ~·.
se~arate

t."lre~t

criminals

of ounishrr.ent.

Consider~ly

reore public =oney should be spent in providing treatment
facilities for offender3.

i3. l?eople •.rho are teo lazy to '"'ork turn to

c:ri::::~.

:a. ::otNndays cour-:s are just 'tryin('7 to pu-: convict.ed crimir. als at·1ay in
9B. ':he c!.eteriora.:ion of reliaious values in a
of ou:- c:i~e.

~':!~e:.:ll

... ,ay is

~rJ.sor..

ros;:~nsi:.:.~

::;;:.-

~uc~

lOB. :·?hen j-.;clgcu ciecicie t·Jhat -:o do t:i1:h a con•.ric1:ed cfiender, they are general!!
':rJing to decide on an appropriate punishment.
11~.

!·:any cri!:U.nals don't have enough

r.-.oral.tr~ining

1:0 stily

ou~

of t:rr:lu..,lc.

73

.

1:$. Once a eri.cinal, &lwavs
- a c:ri:l:Lnal..

153. One of

17:3~

~

wont thin«.:S a

Il peo.,le uenn' t

~d

:!'t~Z'SOn

can

l:)e

::all.C in society is an '"e::·c:on.

into tl:a c:i ties there would be a lot less erir.•.

133. :lor'ati::u :;~eo~le ® thin~ f.or reasons they can't •~lain.
1~13.

Most ~!]le doD' t t:hi:U:. the c:ou:ts and c:or:ec:--..ional institutions ue 0"182:1v
infiuenced ~ ?OUtical c:onceJ:DS.

213.

~·

are !nquently t!:le nsult o! suddaD er.10tional instability.

22:3. People DUd to

sunive, cd socetimas aime is the only alte:matin.

23Z. em. good thin~ about ouzo 1eqal systen is that it tries to keeo ailr.inals
behiD4 ar..

:!53. lYe

neee. to

make peo~ls reali:e the qood t.'le c:riciD&l justice systeo is doino;'.

25:. A ~ntal ~al of the ~ justice
violate the c:rlmiD&l code.

syste:~

is to '?UDish these

275. E:r::ltioD&l !IJ:Cblems •.-lbic:ll ue intense but o! !::lrief c'lw:ation c:an be
underlyin9' r.BDY cu.-den cd other c:rit:es acai."Utt ths "8non.

2!1.3

Our le9'al systal:'4

chan-:-:~

~mo

fo~me

e!factivaly 1-'ith the tir.as.

JO!i. If an easy o~rtUDi~ a..-ose for SOI!IeOne to =~...it a =~ ~>rith li-ttle e-!~ort
and a low !IJ:Obability of beinq c:au';'ht, :'lOst ,.O'?le •.mull! cor:'l:lit the c::iroe.

32!1. Our in&dwluate c:rid.n&J. justice syste::: is l~ly res;JOnsi:Jle !or hi~ c::'i.:\1!
rates.

3:33. 0\ !?arson ··rith a crir.i.,al record has a
in soc:iet?.
z.;~~

~'le

C:i!Una.l justice
c:ril:linals

rJS~er.t ia

~:i

ti:"'!lt ::!inc.in... a res,.,.e-ta:-,1'!

'?la~'!

=-:'in':" :lArd ~0 fin~ :::s":~llr tr!a~rs tO ~:!!1~·,ili·:~~~

JSii. Popular fil~ an:! ~elevision ,.,roo;rar.:ll t1!'tic:h inc:l~-• violence can increase
t.'le lil:elihooG thz.t a :oersor. '"&tc:hinc- t.'leo

3So:l. Usually
life.

~O!lle

~till

coOT".it a crir.".e.

•.rho :beco:rA c:rirJ.nal.s e&velo~ a "'c:rir.o.inal. nentalit'J

ear.l;_r in

74
178. Most criminaJ.s del.iberately choose t-.o prey
3~8. coDYic~

cr.iminals

~·

u;."'D

soc:.iet"f.

effect.iv.ly kept ot! the 3treets.

39B. I.; is DOt possible tc prepo:\re

off~s

in !'Z'.isons for lifll in frw sot'i.et"J.

413. •..-J.w a.in value· of prebat.ion lies in t!w ~.ion for control and
e-rer tha o~fL"\I!sr wili.le he ia at ~""ty.
47':1. '::lo crim.i.Dal jusuca systel.l ef.fect.ively

~lltai:es

surveillat~c;fJ

those p.1oplo

~o

can b"'

r~ac:hed.

4JB.

~h•bilitat.ion
~rrectional

is a s.i;:U..ficant part o! thli cri:lli.nal
ph.Uo&c!'h.Y.

just.i~

rfS"::e<:' s

45~.

'4'l1e fa.ilura to purdah ~ amunts to givinCJ a Ucense .to collll!lit it..

:a.

l')ur

system

is 3f!ect.ivo at iaolatinq poop:.&

'·~· i:l!~t.i::.~ : e llU!:lJ.c .'ib~ut tl.e ·laY
<:j":~JI!:I.

u

•mo

are d=qoxous t.;,

sociG~··

a P1~inci1=u 90~ .:.f the c:'!'.:iJili.nal justi::P.

. :

•Ht:a. 'the cri.1ll:i.1l&l j•.&Stic=

a~·atot:"'

does

C\

.poe: jo:b

of discouraqinc; :r:epet.it'i"11!>

air.U.r.~

acu.
49&. If Gove:nmant could provid& coo:e -an.inqful work f.or PGOE-le. IIIUeb
crime problem would be solv.d.

·~!

our

SOil. liot encuqh nsow:c.as are davotad to pnvunt!on of cril!D th--euc;ll aduc.-.tior..

s::.a.

The CQu,rts dQ :lCJ'.: pl.!lce s•.:!!it::l e::.-:: =.:.asia !1n t.'la nAMd iol: dot~rr.i.ng inai.vicu.lls
! ..1:'0111 repetit.ive c::'l..,•ual &c:+'..s.

5:..:1. 'ihG criminAl j'lf!t!.:::~o~ system is placinq
1.mwork&ble altarnativas to pti:son.
:;313. E'r.is.Jns

l!.%'8.

too lhUC: •IIIP.~SiS

on

WX]J'IIn:tive. ~e

=re likely to confirm an offendar in cri:oa the.n t= rehabilif!llta

'i4:£. Our prea..nt prison system is a bro.:dlnq place for <.:ri&a.

S'!ll. The Hntenc.;. ir.:?osod '::7 tha ~urt is a siqtU.iic:a.n!: !_,reG in snar::aning
!'1lDlic' s sensG of ri~t an~ ':lrOnCJ.
;6s. Our -:urront syst.er.t is not c:onc:e:rnllld wit!~ kot.pinq th;J ?u!)lic a,.,nre
r:!.qh.ts ana obligat:ions under the law.

5·7a.

thllit'

An ir.li:l'Jl.'"tl'lnt c,;:nl o! o:.'le c:ri:ninal :i'.lStic:• cystem is to dis:-:r~uraqc !1!:.1 r:-~,·~:'i:

:::onvic:t•d
3~!:.

,,c

~1-.

l~

::-i~inals

fron

c:cmmit~•q

future

e=ir~nal

acts.

jur!qes \lWuld Civ,1!:'t tr.:)rc! paopla from !,'risons ir.-:o rehabil!t.!'.ti:."\n T'r.o~;attS

t!11!!T.O

•,;o;:ld ba less crime.

h:i.:~-
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59B. The courts should impq. . soza font of P"mishlnent in •"MZY
criminal. law has been broken.

when the

c:aH

6uB. Most c:rimiDals who 9o to prison just ~ theU tJ.J. and 90 l.'i¢1t bac:Jc to
wbatevar they WU"e c!oinq before.
61B.

~rty

and inequallty in society an

ru~ible

63. Oil ~ whole, ~lfan •uurea such u
assistance have lUcie c:riJa 11.'0rH.

for =:ch of crime.

UMIIIP~t

iDsurance and social

65B. uon effort needs to be put on anti-recidivist ....w:u i f
~-

~

are to eliminate

&6B. '1'be cl.'iminal justice sy.tea pats a gnat deal of effort into upbolc:!inc; publit.:

mra.la.
G~.

ODce a criminal has been CODvicted and punished, he is substantially lass
likely to COIIIIIit a similar crima in ~ future.

GO. People coaait crU.. l:lec&UH ~Y usually can ~t away with it.

69B. Selltenc. . imposed in c:rim:l.nal courts should reflect the revulsion felt by the
~~ajol.'ity of citizens to crima.
70B. '1'be c:riJII:I.DAl 3ustice system presently d8~tes mw::h of its ener«JY to preventing
people f:z:om COJIIIIIittinCJ repetitift criminal acts.
71B.

Solle~s boa. and work presRre C01IIbine to make a sudden impulse for a crima
IIIUCh mre likely.

72:3. The social stigma attad'Ad to eril!linals helps keep peo!'le f%0111 breakinq the
73B. The criminal justice systel!l txies to 4iac:ouraqe 11111ch crime before it is caven
initiated.
743. 'l'ha habitual offender is sufferinq from
758. Poverty is often a

~~ajor

11

basic personality disorder.

factor in cril:le.

7611. Habitual criminals probably }'.aft different ganes than eVIIryone elsa.
773. Our syst- punishes people so that others will learn not to comr.tit c:rir.Gs.
78B. criminals should l:lo punished for their c:rillll!s whether or not the pur.isht::ant

:benefits the criminal.
79B. Better educational OPl?Ortunitias ;!or t.'le ciisadvantaqeci would eventually lead
to a reduction in crime.

sos.

In the

lon~

run, tryinq to rehabilitate

offL~rs

makes the most sensa.

lc::~r.

APPENDIX C

•

ATTITUDES TOlTA'RD CRIHE SURVEY
BACICGROUlJD INFOR!'fATION
FORlf X

This set consists ot 72 multiple-choice rating scales. The items on this
questionnaire concern your backcround, your experience with crime, and your at•
tituaes toward a variety of general social issues. Be sure to use the answer
sheet aarked Form X tor this question sheet. 55 of the questions are to be answered on the seven point rating scales ranging from strongly disagree to strongly
aeree according to the following diagram:
strongly
disagree
1

disagree
2

mildly
disagree

neutral

mildly
agree

agree

strongly
agree

3

4

5

6

7

For these questions, do not enter any mark into boxes numbered 8, 9, or 10.
For the remaining items, there is a response scale presented directly atter each
item. Answer these items on the answer sheet u~ing the response scale tor that
item.
Use the #2 pencil provided in your envelope to indicate your responses. Blacken
in the entire box which corresponds to your choice on the answer sheet. Do not
till in .the identifying information at the top ot the answer sheet.
you have completed this form, please return the questions and the answer
sheet to the envelope and proceed to any forms which may be remaining.

t~en

-...J
-...J

78
BiiCXGll)t]ND A!llJ AT'l'!:tOOES
Pa~

1.

Your Sex.
~!ale

!'elll&le

1
2.

2
a~.

Yom:

ODder 18

18--20
2

1
3.

~~adtal.

Yom:

SiDq.le
1
4.

Sdlcol
1

scbool
1

Separated
3

Diwrced
4

Natiw Alii.
2

Black
3

36-40
7

41-45
8

46-50
9

~

so

~

Widowd
5

White
4

JUlian or Pacific Islander

5

Sea

Completed

SODa

High school

hi.qh school

colleqe

2

4

3

SODa
high school

2

COmpleted
hiqh school
3

ColleCJe
d89J:'e8
5

Beyond
colla~

6

so.

COUe911

colle911

a.qne

Beyond
colleqa

5

4

6

Your present leftl of education.
Onde:t'9J:'&duate
Freshman Sophmore Junior

1

2

Graduate/Professional School
1st yr. 2nd yr. 3rd yr. 4th yr. over •lth
5
6
7
8
9

Senior

3

4

You: underqraduate d8c;Jree/or major.
Criminal
justice
l

Psycholoqy
2

Enqineerinq

Scienco/

Busines~

~th

7

Your current or
Criminal
justice
l
Ondaci~ed

7

Socioloqy/
An':hropoloqy
3

~~katinq/

6

?.

31-35
6

You mother • s fin&l laval of for=al education.
GJ:aaB%'

3.

27-30
5

Yom: father's fiDal lewl of formal education.
Gnmar

7.

24-26
4

You ettmic backg:ounc!.

l

6.

21-23
3

status.

Maz%ied
2

&Upudc:

5.

1

~ticipated

Psycholoqy

to~'

graduate

~gree/or proqr~c.

3

t intend to qo

8

10

9

Sociology/

Theatar/
l·1uSical Art
5

Ondacided

Other

8

An~~opoloqy

2

History/
Political Science
4

History/
Political Science
~

Law

Other

5

6
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Nhen i:J the 1110•t recent time you
any of the fol1owinc;r catec;orie•:

or J'OU%' famil.y havw been vict:iJIIized
Within

5-10

,-.ar

year.
ago

1-5
the 1ut year.
af)O

by crime in

More

than 10

year.
ago

Nevwr

10.

Mi.Dor c:riJie aCJ&J,Dat person.

1

2

3

4

5

u.

s.nou. C:. aqain81: penon.

1

2

3

4

5

12.

MiDor crime agaiut pzoperty.

1

2

3

4

5

13.

senou.

1

2

3

4

5

en.

a~t

pzoperty.

In ~n to people in qeaual, how liiUCI1 lcnowlec!CJ~a do you believw
have of the follow1.nq upect8 of the c:rillillal jutice sysa..

'1!F1

Avwnae

1ittle

Ve£% much

14.

Police

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

15.

Courts

1

2.

3

4

5

6

7

16.

PrUoss8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

17.

c:.rimiJ:I&1 Law

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

l'OU
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18.

~ a,.ra~Je ~ tl:lday

u

q~etti.Dq less

t.'".an his riCJhtful shan of our natioD&l

Wal.th.

19.

'l'Mnap hoodlu. shoaldl:le punt.hecl sewnl.y.

20.

Birth c:cmt=l de'lrices should l:le ll&da :Nadil.y &YUlabl.e to aayoae who VIIDU to
,.. tt.L

21.

'fbe

22.

~z:y

· 23.

-

~

shcluld guanntee ewzy c:it:i.un aouqb to eat.

c:i.ty sbould pre,.nt the Ale of o!:ljeftionable booka.

Greater dacent:c:al.lutioD of

po~Mr

would be better for 1:hU c:ountz:y.

24.

o=

25.

14oft rastrictioa should be imposecl to pzawnt 701=9 people from havin9

lava gi,. too mach pzotec:tion to crimift&ls.

Hxual ralations ))efora 18%'Z'iaCJ8.

26.

MaDy ~ Uftiou ha,. officers with crillinal ncorc!s.

27~

It should be agaiftat the law to da

28.

'fbe 01\itecl States should

29.

A~ who has sexual relations with a

30.

u

32.

Motion pictures wbicb offend any sizeable raliqious 9%011P should be banned.

33.

In our c:ountz:y, the sentences handed out to c:rillliDals an usually too liqht.

34.

A mentally ill

35.

Marriaqes between persons of different races should be social.ly acceptable.

36.

I f a map
stop it.

37.

'1'be united States and Russia haw just about nothin9 in

38.

'l'he main thin9 in life is for a penon to. want to do somethinq important.

:J').

In tillas like these, a :per.:t>n must be pretty selfish if he c:onsicers primarily
his own happiness.

·10.

tihen it comes to differences of opinion in reliqion we l'IIWit be careful not to
compromise with thOse who believe differently from the way we do.

41.

Han on his own is a

42.

In the history of mankind there have probably been just a handful of really
great thinkers.

llllYthJ.nq

whicb the Bible says is .W%'0119·

woa pe"acefully for a s=onq world 9QVemmeftt.
an for

IIIQftey should go to jail •.

the ~=-nt IIIJSt 90 deeper in ~ to hal.p people, i t should

u

I8D

ao

so.

wbo attacks aDd kills a little qirl should be e•cuted.

showin9 a sex mYie to f:riellds in his own home, the police should

hel~less

C:OI'I!IC)ft.

and miserable crenture.
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43.

It is ODl.y natural for a pencm to :be rather

44.

'l'bere are two lciDds of people in t!U.s world:
aDd tho8tt wbo are 3qainat the truth.

45.

IDa heated ~sicm I ~Y becoz:w so abaorbed in what I
say that I forc;.t to liaten to what omen are sayinq.

46.

It is often desirable to res_,. jud~t about what's goinq on
hu bad ~ c:haftc:e to hear the opinions of tbo.. one respects •

47.

'l'be present is all too ot'tan full of UDhappinus.
CO'Qilts.

48.

'l'llere is so muc:h to be done anct so little time to do it.

49.

A group whic:b tolerates too IIIDY c!ifferencec of opinion
c:aDDOt exist for lonq.

so.

Bwn tbouqh freedom of speech for all gzaups is a worthwhlle 90al, it is
UDfortUD&tel.y Dec:usary to restrict the fnedoa of c:ertain political groups.

51.

·Of &ll the c!iffennt philosophies wnic:b exist in this world, there is probably
ODl.y ona which is co:=ect.

52.

Most people just 4cm't gi,. a "d.luln" for others.

sa.

of- the future.

those who are for the truth

.

lUll

90inq to

~mtil

oDe

I t is only the future dlat

amcm~

its· malllbers

capable people who fail to becoa leaders ha'V'e not taken advalltat;e of their

opportunities.
54.

In the lonq run the bad thinqs dl&t happen to us an balanced by the good ones.

55.

Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives are controlled by
accidental happeninqs.

36.

'l'bere will always

57.

People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.

58.

By takinq an active part in political and, social affairs the people can control
world events.

59.

tJnfortunately, an individual's worth often
hard he tries.

60.

~

ttars, no utter how hard people t:r:y to prevent them.

~ses

unreco9ftized no matter how

As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the victi::IB of tocces

we can neither understand, nor control.
61.

In rry cue 9'1ttinq what I want has little or nothing to do with luck.

G2.

Many of the unha:I'PY things in DeOple' s lives are partly due to bad luck.

63.

'l'be averaqe citi:en can have an influonce in government decision.

54.

It is not always wiso to plan too far ahead because many thinqa turn out to be
a llllltter of good or bad fortune anyhow.
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65.

'DIU 'NO.I."lc! ia ~ :by a few people in powu', aDd tben ia ZIOt mac:b tbe little
can do iSDout it.

~

66.

Without tbe rigbt l:ln.U one canaot be an etfec:tiw leader.

157.

With eaougb effO.I."t we can wipe out politiCal corruptiou.

68.

Wbo g.U to be boss often depqds on wno wu
pJM:e tint.

69.

IA the lonCJ .I."UD people 9St wbat they

70.

Then ia nal.ly na sucb thinq u

71.

ca•erw

iuc:Jty

enougb ta be iD the .l."iqht

iD this 'NO.I."ld.

•tuck.•

Sollletime• I fHl that I don • t haw enouqh contxOl

Oft.l."

the

~c:tion flf'/

life

ia takiDCJ.

12.

Bec:ollliDCJ a succus ia a Datte.l." of h&.I."C! 'NOJ.'k, luck has little :
with it.

nothinq ta do
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'l'hiA questionnail:a u aimed at understanc!inq how peoSJl& thiDlc about social prob1.-. Different people often have different opinions about questions of riqht and
WJ:Onq. 'l'hara are no "right" answen in the way that there are riqht answers to
. aath problema. We wauld like you to tell U8 wbat you t:hiDlc &Jx)ut seve:al problua
stories. Hera u a stori u an eXU~Jle.

Fx&Dlc Joau hu l:leen thinkinq &Jx)ut buyinq a car. Be iA llaft'ied, bu twa --.11
children &Dd earns an averaqe
The car he buys will be hia family's only car.
I t will be used DDStly to qet to war.k &Dd c!riw aroUD4 toWD, but so•U.• tor vacation tri911 also. ·In tryinq to ~ide What car to buy, !'r&Dlc Jones reali:ed that
there w.re a lot of questions to c:onsic!er. Below there u a liAt of
of these
questions.

inco•·

so•

I t you ....ra Fr&Dlc Jones, how illportant would each of these questions be in
~ic!inq

what car to buy?

Instructions _!2£ !!S_ !=

(S&mple Question)

On the left hand side check one of the spaces by each state~t of a consideration.
(For instance, if you think that statell*lt U u not illportant in makinq a c!ecision
&Jx)ut buyinq a car, chec:lc the apace on the riqht. )

Gnat Much
i

SOme

I

I

No

Little

I

iJ·

1.

2.

I

lJ
!

i
I

J

lj

!!
i
I

5.

J
I

3.
4.

Whether the car dealer was in the sa. block u
wbere Frank liws. (Note that in this ~le,
the paracm ta.kinq the questionnaire did not thiDlc
this was imPortant in ma.kina- a decision. l
Would a .2!!S, car be mcrel economical in the lonq
:nm than a new car. (Rota that a check wu put in
the far l e t space
t
to indicate the opinion that
this u an important issue in makinq a c!acision
about . buyi.-'lao a car. l
wnether the c:olor was qreen, Frank's favorite color
Whether the cubic inch displac.-nt was at least
200. (Nota that if you are unsure about what
"cubic inch displace.nt" means, then mark it "no
iml:lortanca. ")
tlould a luc;e, roolllY car be better than a cOJD;'&ct

car.

j6·
!

Instructions tor Part B:

Whether the front c:onniQilias ware differential.
(Nota that if a statement sounds like qibberish or
nonsense to you, mark it "no illlf'Ort&nce. ")

(S&Japla Question)

From the list of questions above, select the !!lOSt important of the whole ~U!'· Put
the number of the 1110st important question on the top line below. Do likewise for yobr
2nd, 3rd and 4th 1110st important choices. (Note that the top choices in this case will
come from the statements thAt were checked on the far left-hand side--statements
#2 and #S were ttought to be vary imoortant. In decidinq wrAt is the ~st importnnt,
a person would re-read •2 ana !!:5, ana then pick one of them as the 1110st important, then
put the other one as "second 1110st ilii!)Ortant, " and so on. )
SECOND ?105'1' IMPORTANT

1..

THIRD !·10ST I:1PORTru!T

!'OURTH MOST I!-IPORTANT

I
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IIBIRZ AND 'l'BE DROG
In f!Qr09e a woman waa near c:leath f:om a s~ciAl kind of cancer. Then was one
druq that the doctors thou9bt mil)ht sa,. her. It was a form of radium that a c!ruqqis~
in the s... town had ncantly disco'ftred. ~ druq was espeui,. to make. but the
druqqist was c:barqinq ten times wb&t the 4rucJ cost to make. Be paid $200 for the
~ua and ~d $2000 tor a Sll&ll.
of the druq. ~ sic:Jc WOII&D' s husbancl,
Heinz, went to evu-yone he Jcnew to bo:aow the money, but he coul.4 onl.y qet to~ther

ao..

about $1.000, which is ~f of what it cost. He tol.4 the druqqiat that his wife was
dyinq, and asked him to Hl.l. it cheaper or let hia pay later. But the druqqist said,
•wa, 1 discownd the druq anc! I'• 90in9 to make moaey t:o. it. • So Heinz 90t
deq~arate and be9&D to think about bnakinq into the man's ston to steal the druq
for his wue.

_ c a n ' t decide

Great Much

Soma

Little

_Should not steal it

No

'

; l.
' l.

'I
I

3.

I

4.

5.
6.

7.

I

e.
9.

I

Whether a C01IIIIIImi tv' s laws are aoina to be w:~held.
Isn't it only netural for & lovinq husband to care
so llll1ch for his wife that h11'd steal?
Is Rein& wil.l.inq to riM qettinq shot aa a ~lar
or goinq to jail. for the c:banc:e that staalinq the
dncr miclbt hell=)?
·
Whether Bein& is a profuaional wrestler, or haa
considerable influence with o:rofeaaional wrestlers
Whether Heinz is atealinq for biJIIaelf or &:linq this
solelv to helP so1a0ne else.
Whether the druqqist' s rights to his innntion h&ve
to be res"DeCted.
Whether the easance o~ livinc;; is mon encompassino;
than the termination of dyinq, soci.al.ly and
individual!v.
What values are CJOi..,q to be the basis for gonrninq
how ~Ple act towarc!s each other.
Whether the dru~gist is goinq to be allowed to hicle
behind a worthless law whic:."l only protects the ric:h
anyhow.

l.O.

u.

i
I
!

:

!'rom the list of

<;ues~ons

Most important
Second Most Important
Third :-lost II!IPOrtant
Fourth

~lost

I:aportant

jl2.
'

Whether the law in this case is pttinq in the way
of the 1110st l;asic: claim of anv member of societv.
Whether the dru9\ri.st deserves to be :robbed for
beinq so areedv and cruel.
Would stealinq in such a case brinq about more
total 322d for the whole socie!Z or not.

al::o'ft, select the four III)St important:
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At Harvard Uniwrsity a <J%0up of students, called the Stuclants for a cemocratic:
SOciety CSOS), bellew that the uniwrsity should not haw an army. EIO'rc proqram. SOS
stud8nts are aqa!Mt tba war in Viet NUl, and the anq traininq proqram helps sene!
L'l!en to fi¢lt in Viet n~. The sos stud8nts demaade<l that H&rVarc! end the arrrq R0'1'C
traininq proqram u a Ul'liversitj• course. '!.'his would mean that HarVard stuclents could
not qat army trainiAq u part ot their reqular c:ourH work and not ~t credit for it
towards their deqnes.
Aqneinq with the SDS studeats, the Rarvard professors voted to end the ~ program u a Ul'liwrs.ity course. But the President of the tlDiveraity stated that he
W4ftte4 to lceep the anq proqram QD CUifiiUS u a couru. The SOS stuclants felt that the.:
P:r:esiclent was not goinq to pay attention to the faculty vote or to their cleJIIIU1cls.
so, one clay lut A!'ril· two hunclnc! sos students wa.llcec! into the university's
administration builclinq, &nc! told ewryone elM to ~t out. They said they wre
doinq this to force 84r'Vard to ~t :r:id of the anq t:rainiAq proqraa u a course.
Should the stud8nts haw takeJ1 over the administration builclinq?
_Yes, .they should take it owr _can't decide

(Check one)

_No, they shouldn't take it ow:r:

I~U'OR'l'AHCE :

Ci:r:eet

lolUch

so-

Little

No

i

I
I

I

i
i

I'

i

..
I

.1.

I 2.
I

3.
4.

'
:

5.
6.

I
I

1.

a.
9.

10.
ll.

12.
I

!'rom the list of quostions
r~st

Important

Second

~~st

Important

Third Most Important
!'ou:r:th Most Important

An the stud8nts doinq this to really help other

eacmle or are theY doincr it iust for kicks?
co the students haw any :r:iqht to taJce o-r
that doesn't belonCJ to them?
co the stuclants realize that they llliqht be
arrestee! and fined, and ewn excelled from school?
Would ta.lcinq ov.r the builclinq in the lonq :r:un
benefit more people to a qreater extent?
Whether the president stayed within the limits of
his au~ri tv in ianorincr the facul tv vote.
WUl the takeoftr an~r the public and qi- all
students a. bad aame?
Is ta.lcinq o-r a buildinq consistent with principl8!
of iustice7
tfoulcl allowinq one student ealce-oV.r encou:r:~qe t:Ulft"
other student take-overs?
Did the president b:r:inq this lllisunderstanc!inq on
himself bv beincr so unre..-onable and uncoooe:r:a.ti ve ?
Whether :r:unninq the university ouqht to be in the
hands of a few adlllinist:r:ato:r:s o:r: in the bands of
all the people.
A:r:e the stuclents foUowinq principles which they
believe a:r:e above the law?
Whether or not university decisions ouqht to be
reGected ~ students.

abo-, select the four most important:
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ESCAPED Ptu:Scm!:R
i\ man had been sentenced to prison for lO years.
After one year, however, he
.ascaped f:r:om prison, liiCWeCi .to a new area of the countr.t, and tcOk on the nama of
Thoii!Pson. For 8 years he worked hard, and qr&ciual.ly he aaved enouqh money to l2uy
his own business. Re was fair to his c:ustomers, qave his eii!PloYHS top wa~s, and
qave mc:~st of his own profits to charity. 'l'hen one day, Mrs. Jones, an old neiqhbor,
recoqni.zed him u the man who had esca!.'8d t:r:om p~on 8 years before, and whom the
police ilad been looki.nq !or.

Should Mrs. Jones report Mr. t'bompson to the police and have him sent back to pr::t.on?
(Check one)
_Should =t report him

_Should report hi.lll

Gnat Much

Sdma

Little

No

l.

&un' t Mr. 'l'holllpaon been good enouc;h for such a
loner time to DJ:Ova he isn' t a bad carson?

3.

Everytime someone escapes punishlllant for a crime,
doesn't t.'lat 1uat encourac;e more crime?
WOuldD' t - be better off without prisons and the
o~nssion of our leaal systems?
Has HZ'. 'l'hCI!IIDson nall v cai.d his debt to soc:ietv?
Would soc::j,ety be tai.li.nq what Mr. ThOIIIPSOft should
fairlY ex=ec:t?
lth&t l:le~~efi.ts would prisons be apart t:r:om society,
eilcec::j,&llv for a c:hantal:lle man?
How could anyone l:le so c:ru.l and heartless as to
send Mr. Tho=aon to orison?
Would i.t l:le fair to all the prisoners who had to
serve out their full sentences if Mr. Thompson was
let off?
Was Mrs. Jones a CJOod friend of Mr. 'l'holi!Cson?
Woul.dn' t 1 t l:le a c:i. tizen' s duty to report an
escaoed criminal, reaardless of the c:irCUJDStanc:es?
How would the will of the people and the public:
oood best be servad?
Would qoinq to prison do any qood for ~lr. Thompson
or crotect aniEgdi?

3.
4.

s.

6.

7.
8.
9.
lO.

u.

i

l2~

From the list of questions acova, select the four most important:
Host Important

'l'hi.rd Host Important
rourth !o!Ost Important

APPENDIX E
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Sattsrnctory PerL

l'untshacnt
Rchnbl lltotton

--Sentencing Goal Factors--

---Attribution Factors---

Satisfactory Per- Punish- Rehabilforaance .ent
itation

Social Econa.ic Individual Difficult Predict. Reapona. Just
Caus- CausCaus-Easy
-Unpred. -Unresp. -Unjust
ation ation
ation
World
· World
World
World

.072

------Locus of Control Factors------

Moral
Conser- Welfaria.
v,tia.

Dogaatia. Helplessness

Principled
Morality

.03S

.124

.03S

.OS3

.047

-.040

.061

.112

.14S

.007

.1S7

.01

-.193

-.478

.ISS

-.102

.S7l

.144

.041

-.129

.2S7

.246

-.273

.205

.IS

-.306

.190

.337

-.284

.OS3

.014

.181

-.006

-.123

.393

-.097

.Oil

.178

.223

.20S

.204

-·.024

.OS6

.196

.102

.023

.063

.101

-.OS3

-.162

.20S

.• 042

.063

.089

-.OIS

.312

.160

.112

-.100

.067

-.196

Social Causation
Econnalc Causation

.OS2

lnolivldual C'Jusnt inn
lliHicult-Easy World
l'rrdlrt-llni'rt•d. l.'m·ld

.066

-.OOS

.182

.2S8

-.188

.228

-.126

-.271

.106

.184

.042

.2SO

.271

-.100

-.010

.178

.002

-.026

.139

.076

-.062

.oss

-.140

.107

-.18S

-.033

.141

.161

-.012.

.149

.ISO

-.123

-.OIS

.SlO

.074

-.194

-.022

.083

.07S

.177

-.241

l'ul. R«•s-llnn•s. World
.Just-llujust World
~~ol"nl

Radical/Conservatia. ----Dogaatia.----

Cmrs••rvntism
l.'rtrar ism

llt•Rmill ism

-.144
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